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END OF THE LINE - Students unload plants, pillows, and other possessions earlier this week. (Tim Skeer photo) 
Students face stricter drinking rules 
By David Andrews 
Students attending UNH 
this fall have to contend with a 
whole new array of laws and 
guidelines that deal with 
alcohol consumption and 
policies. 
During summer break, the 
Department of Residential Life 
passed new rules regarding 
alcohol consumption and will 
now be strictly enforcing 
previous standards that have 
-INSIDE-
been established in the 
university's rights and rules. 
Beer balls, "trash can" 
parties and "Around the 
World"parties will no longer 
be allowed in the dorms. 
Students possessing alcohol 
containers, whether open or 
closed will be asked to show 
positive identification for proof 
of age. 
Any student under the age of 
20 will not be allbwed to have 
alcohol in their rooms, even if 
mission. We are not here to be offense will result i-n a formal 
popular, we have a job to do. in-house written warning · 
We obviously had to make the which will go to the student and · 
changes," Bischoff said. the Hall Director. A second 
There will be three stages of time off ender will receive a 
action -taken with violators of - RULES, page 24 
the new guidelines. A first 
Student and R.A.-reaction , 
differs to the new policies 
there is another person of legal By David Andrews the hall-way and getting drunk 
drinking age present. Students Student response to the new should be strictly enforced, but 
can even be written up for being alcohol policy in the UNH as far as what you do in your 
drunk in their dorm or room dorms varies from open own room, that's something 
whether alcohol is present or hearted welcome to disgust. different." 
not. "I • · "I'm from New York and I've "I feel the steps are thmk it's horrible," Eric . 
W · · b 19 f s k • · h been drinking since I was 16," important in establishing a emne , o to es sixt 
fl ·d "L Jeff Basseches, 19, from the good educational environ- oor, sai • ess than four 
h f fourth floor of Stoke said. "The ment," Carol Bischoff, director ours a ter I arrived at UNH I 
t f 1 · · signs say they want to teach us of residential life said. go a orma wntten warnmg 





By Tom Mooney 
' If there is one thing some 
gubernatorial candidates agree 
on, whether they be Republi-
can or Democratic, is there is 
no simple solution to 
alleviating the states revenue 
raising problem. 
In fact, some of the 
Republican candidates that 
spoke briefly last night at the 
Alumni Center, resorted to 
addressing · the topic of 
alternative revenue sources 
with nothing more than the 
customary political rhetoric. 
The gathering was the first in 
a four part series sponsored by 
the New Hampshire Chapter of 
the American Society for 
Public Administration. Each of 
the five candidates or their 
represenatives were allowed ten 
minutes to address the issue. 
Those in attendance last 
night included: Leigh Bosse, 
Louis D'Allesandro, Daniel. 
Fletcher, Douglas Scammon 
representing John Sununu and 
State Controller Mike 
Cornelius representing Gov. 
Gallen. 
•'We have got to have 
_change. We all knowth~t,"said 
LeADERS, page 21 
party atmosphere which is and I wasn't even there. I think thi.nk that'§_ridiculous:..." , 
important for an ed uca tiona1:._'~t_h_e_ru_I_e_s _a_s_f_a_r_a_s_d_ri_n_k_in_g_i_n __ s_T_U_D_E_N_T_S_, _p_a_g_e_2_4 ___ --:-
Republican candidate Lewis 
D'Allessandro · speaking last 
night at UNH. 
The Wildcats}ace Holy Cross 
tomorrow for their second 
game of the season in 
Worcester. Sports, page 28. 
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Master Plan says f oothall costs too much 
By Greg Flemming 
UNH's football program 
costs too much and ••it may be 
necessary" to discontinue 
football here, according to a 
report submitted by President 
Evelyn Handler this summer. 
Football expenses like 
salaries, travel, equipment, 
services.medical expenses,and 
grants-in-aid are "very 
substantial", the report said, 
and this money is needed 
instead for academic programs. 
The Master Plan was written 
by a committee of University 
faculty and students and was 
released by Handler in late 
May. 
The report's recommenda-
tions range from a call for 
increased faculty salaries to 
more stringent admissions 
criteria for new students. 
The report said scholarships 
given to football players should 
be given to students on the 
basis of academic merit or 
selection for the honors 
program. 
The Master Plan did not 
recommend football be 
discontinued now, but instead 
that an external review of the 
intercollegiate athletic 
program be done. The report 
recommended funding for 
women's intercollegiate sports 
programs and men's ice hockey 
stay the same. 
All areas of the University's 
academic program sho.uld be 
regularly reviewed, the report 
stated. The engineering and 
computer science programs 
should be expanded, but the 
arts, humanities, mathematics, 
physical sciences and social 
sciences should remain at their 
current levels, the report said. 
Among the report's other 
recommendations were: 
--A .. major" effort to 
increase faculty salaries; also 
money should be used to 
support scholarship and 
MASTER, page 22 
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INTERNATIONAL 
Police storm embassy 
BERN, Switzerland- Swiss police stormed the Polish 
Embassy yesterday, blowing down the door with a remote-
controlled bomb hidden- in a metal container of food and 
rescued five hostages inside. · 
The four raiders ·were arrested after holding hostages in the 
embassy since Monday demanding that Poland free political 
prisoners, lift martial law and end repression. 
The four gunmen, led by 42 year old Florian Kruszyk, had 
also demanded $1.45 million, free passage to China or 
Albania saying they would blow up the embassy today if their 
demands were not met. 
NATIONAL 
No oppositio~ for Helms bill 
Homosexuals have difficulties 
finding acceptance on campus 
By Greg Flemming 
. (While the people in this article are real, . 
some of the names are not.) 
Sally was an engineering major at UNH, ~nd 
she was a lesbian. A professor reportedly failed 
Sally on an exam she passed because she was 
gay, and she carried a baseball bat to the 
computer terminals so she wouldn't get beat 
up. That story was told by Jo~y, who is also a 
lesbian student at UNH. . 
John is now a UNH employee, and he is a 
homosexual. He · said he was once sitting with 
friends in a car in Boston, at a place frequented 
by gays. Several youths walked · over from a 
nearby park and smashed the ca~•s ~indshield 
with baseball bats. As John and his fnends ran, 
the youths caJled them "queers" and "fa2s". 
Jody is a non-traditional student at UNH; 
she has a child, and lived for several years with 
her female lover. As a Women's Studies major, 
she has found a circle of supporting friends and 
feels comfortable about her sexuality. Most of 
John's fellow employees and friends know 
from Boston to work for the University. He· 
began dating a UNH graduate, and ~ft~r 
spending a lot of time with him, John found 1t 
was "too much work not to be open." 
"You finally decide there's someone very 
. close to you who's got to know," he said. In his 
case it was a female friend from Brown. The 
two were driving to an Alternative Energy Fair 
where John knew they'd run into-his lover, and 
he told her. She was supportive. 
He has told most of his fell ow worke_rs and 
friends, but not his parents, often considered 
one of the hardest parts of "coming out." H~ 
planned to tell them several years ago, but he 
learned his father had cancer and never wanted 
to tell him before he died. He planned to tell his 
mother this summer. 
Lilce John, Jody s:ems. to have overcome the 
problems of accepting her.homosexuality. She 
has "come out" and is willing to discuss her . 
past. · • . · . WASHINGTON- The White House said yesterday that 
President Reagan will not oppose a bill- in Congress that 
would take away · from the Supreme Court the jurisdiction 
over school prayer, although the Justice Department said that 
such an approach would be unconstitutional. 
_ about h~s homosexuality as well. 
Jody firmly states that a bad marriage 1s not 
the reason she became gay. Ninety percent of 
battered wives return to their husbands at least 
once, she said; if there were a connection 
between bad marriages and homosexuality 
there would be m_any more lesbians. According to Larry Speakes, the deputy White House press secretary, the administration will take "no position" on the 
bill which is sponsored by Jesse Helms, a Senator from North 
Carolina. 
New church formed 
LOUISVILLE, KY.- Three Lutheran denominations 
voted yesterday to form a new church for 5.5 million 
members. This has never happened before in an American 
denomination.,.. 
The three denominations have a common theology, but 
had been organized separately according to the national 
ancestry of their members. 
LOCAL 
Race against radiation 
i1AMPTON- Saturday there will be an .. Evade the 
Radiation" road race starting from the Hampton Beach State 
Park. Participants will be running in a northerly direction on 
Route I A away from the vicinity_ of the Seabrook nucl~ar 
reactor. 
The race, sponsored by the Seacoast Anti-Pollution 
League, will be five miles long and begin at 8:30 a.m. At the 
conclusion of the race Dr. Gerard Hevern will give a talk on 
. the topic of radiation decon.tamination procedures and health 
impacts of radiation exposure. 
Driver indicted 
' DOVER~ Dana Co~riveau, 30, of Salem, Mass. was 
indicted this week by a Strafford County Superior Court jury 
for one count of negligent homicide because of an Aug. 14 
accident ·in which a jeep that Corriveau was driving flipped 
. over on North Shore Road, killing Mary McGreevy. 
McGreevy, 23, of Worcester, Mass. was a passenger in the 
vehicle. Corriveau 1s also accused of driving while 
intoxicated. 
Greenp~ace in Newburyport 
NEWBURYPORT- Greenpeace New England wiU be 
adding a new departure point from the North Shore to .their 
whale watching schedule. 
For more information contact Greenpeace New England, 
286 Congress St., Boston, Mass. 0221.0 or call (617) 542-8134. 
September heat wave 
Today will be sunny and hot with highs in the 90's followed 
by clear skies and lows in the 60's tonight, according to the 
National Weather Service in Concord. 
Tomorrow will be hot. moderately humid with highs 
around 95 . 
-'-----------------------....,....,.-,----,----,,--' 
' UNH is not a safe -
campus for gays ' 
But · most gay students at UNH are not like : 
Jody or John. They probably haven't told · 
anyone about their feelings, and some haven't 
even admitted it to themselves. 
"This is not a -eemmunity where in any way 
people would feel safe being open" about 
homosexuality, said Tom DuBois, director of 
UNH's Counseling and Testing Center . . 
The "vast majority" of gay students at UNH 
are not open about their sexual preference, he 
said, and those who are must fight strong 
oppo~ition. . . 
Campus Gay Awareness, a Umvers1ty group 
for both "gay and straight"students, hasn't met 
for at least a year. Wheri they did, their signs 
and notices were marked or ripped down. 
Nobody explains this "homophobia "-what 
assistant professor of Psychology Janet Grace 
terms the "irrational fear of homosexuality." 
· She agrees that UNH is not a safe campus for 
gays. 
John attributes violence-like the windshield 
smashing incident--to fear about sex roles. 
"Society makes it pretty clear what the 
standard role is," he said, "I don't object to it. 
But by the same token, no account is taken for 
people who want a -different pattern." 
Some of John's friends are Catholic. Because 
of the Catholic Church's intolerance for 
homosexuality, John knows a lot of guilty-
feeling people. 
At the UNH field house, John regularly_sees 
and talks with students who he's pretty sure are 
gay. But like John once did, they trap their 
feelings inside. 
John was raised in a middle class suburb of 
Indianapolis and dated girls regularly. But one 
night as a freshman at Brown Universitv. 
another man showed an interest in him. 
"At the time I was very stoned," John said, 
and he agreed to go home with the other 
student. 
"I didn't know what was going to happen," 
he said, "I knew I was going to bed with a man 
and I knew I had never done that before." 
After that the two continued to see each · 
other, but John saw women as well. . 
During John's junior year another male 
friend· made a pass at him during a movie they 
were seeing for a class. After the movie they 
went back to the dorm room, but lacked 
privacy. They agreed to see each other again 
when they could be alone. 
While most teenagers and young adults learn 
about sex partly by talking with friends, John 
said gays have nobody to talk to. . 
"We never talked about it; we just did it," 
John said about the second relationship, "He 
was as confused as I was." 
John wasn't as openly gay until he moved 
Jody was raised in a family without sex roles. 
Her parents divorced when she was seven, and 
all five children helped cook and clean, 
regardless of their sex. Meanwhile, Jody had a 
high school boyfriend who got mad at her if she 
went out with female friends. She lived with a 
cousin for a year after high school, but avoided 
going to "phony" parties and often stayed in. "I 
wasn't real boy crazy;" she said. 
Neverthless, when she was 19, Jody married 
a ·"good old boy" type from the south. Both 
worked, but when he went out drinking with 
friends, she was supposed to take care of the 
house. He wouldn't even rake leaves· on the. 
lawn because he said they'd blown over from 
the yard next door. 
Four months into their marriage, he began to 
hit her, call her names, and limit her phone 
·calls. Jody felt like a _piece of property. After 
four years, they divorced. 
During the next six years while working on 
the Appalachian Tr~il, Jody met a lot of 
women like herself. "I discovered that I had an 
. attraction for other women," she said. "It came 
as a total shock." 
' I didn't know what 
' 
was going to happen ' 
She then "resocialized". and learned to be 
proud of her feelings. When she came to UNH 
· in 1978 as a part time student, she fell in love 
with a female instructor. 
That woman ( who has since left the 
· University) was also gay, but she told Jody she 
had a policy not to become involved with her 
students. 
A while later Jody met another woman and 
they began a relationship which has lasted for 
the past three years. "We're together because 
we want to be," Jody said. "Not because there's 
some piece of paper that says we have to be." 
Power struggles have been a problem in 
Jody's relationship with her lover. While Jody 
was insecure when they met, her lover was 
strong and tended to be overbearing. 
"I'd feel like she would get her own way in 
most things," said Jody, who often felt her 
opinions were worth nothing. They are still 
lovers, but no longer live together, which Jody 
says has helped them both. 
Jody also has a four-year old daughter, Jane. 
Since Jody's lover is not male, there are no role 
models for her lover to follow. Both adults 
want to be good parents, but they're not sure 
how to do it. 
So far, Jody says Jane hasn't noticed 
anything out of the ordinary."".lt will just be a 
normal, everyday part of her world that she 
doesn't have to feel terrified of," Jody said. 
"I think her seeing me, and seeing my 
lifestyle, she won't have those paranoid 
feelings. There's nothing wrong with two 
people who love each other." · 
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BIGGER THAN FAMILY SIZE - An inflatable "Coke"in 
the Shop & Save parking lot yesterday attracted the attention 
of passersby. (Tim Skeer photo) 
Student interest in 
MUB hoard lacking 
By Gerald Duffy 
The Memorial Union 
Building (MUB) Board of 
Governors starts this academic 
year with eigh\ of it's (hirteen 
seats empty. 
Senior Bert Freedman. 
chairman of the board. said the 
problem is due to two main 
reasons. First, all student 
board members except himself 
and one other graduated last 
spring. Secondly. respoi1Se to 
ads for new board members last 
spring was poor. 
Freedman said an ad will 
appear in this issue of The New 
,-BOARD, page 20 
K8rivan rates increased 
By Tom Mooney · of every ten customers who 
For those commuters who wish to buy a ticket ask why 
have ridden the Kari-Van.in the · there are different rates. 
past,fare increases are nothing · - "No one has screamed or 
new. But this year's fare yelled yet, they just want to 
increase has .a new and know why." We refer them to 
somewhat confusing twist for the Kari-Van office because we 
the riders. just don't have the answers for 
In the eight years the Kari- them," she said. 
Van has serviced the The fare increase was 
University, fares have proposed by the Governor's 
increased annually, said Frank report last Spring on ways 
Bachich, vice president for various state agencies could 
financial affairs and administr- save money, said Bachich. 
ation. It was suggested that UNH 
This is the first year, reduce the operating deficit of 
however, there has not been a the Kari-Van system which was 
uniform fare for all commuters. $325,000 this past year. 
The new rate system calls for Bachich said the new fares 
riders from Portsmouth or were expected to generate 
.t.xeter to pay more than the c1bout $258,000 in 1t:vcuuc. Ik 
'riders from Dover, Newmarket said the operating deficit of the 
and Durham. · service was expected around 
Portsmouth and Exeter "$67,000 as opposed to the 
riders pay $70 for a semester quarter million dollar deficit 
last year." 
_ The operational deficit of the 
Kan-Van service encouraged 
negotiations over the sale of the 
system to the Timberlane 
Transportation Inc., of 
Haverhil1 Mass. The. trustee-
approved proposal is expected 
to receive state approval and 
federal funding. 
The.. agreement calls for 
Timberlane · fo maintain 
current routes for at least three 
years and adopt UNH-
proposed fares next year. 
The agreement also involved 
Timberlane buying the 12 Kari-
Van buses for $102,000 and 
another eight new diesel buses 
that UNH was planning to buy 
this year . 
As part of the Kari-Van sales 
agreement, UNH would 
guarantee Timberlane the 
KARIV AN, page 22 
bus pass while riders from the ---------------------------, 
other three communities pay 
$60 to ride tickets are $6 and $5 
and round trip tickets are $1.20 
and $1. · 
Last year's rates for all routes 
were $50 for a semester pass, $6 
for a ten-ride pass and $1.25 for 
a round trip ticket. 
"People aren't aware that if 
they live in Dover or 
Newmarket and have to go to 
Portsmouth or . Exeter they 
cannot use the sa'fhe ffass,,. said 
Sally Chenard, ticket salesman 
in the Memorial Union 
Building. 
"We had one girl who lived in 
, Portsmouth, worked in Dover 
but went to school here," said 
another worker in the ticket 
office who wished not to be 
identified. "She was told she 
would have to buy two passes." 
Chenard said about one out 
Barney Siel to face 
third murder trial 
A third trial date has been 
set for former UNH student 
Barney Siel, charged with the 
beating death of Joseph 
Woodside with a beer mug in 
1980. 
The state attorney general's 
office said the trial has been set 
for Jan. 3. Siel has been 
· convicted of murder twice but 
; both cases were declared 
mistrials. 
In June 1980, improper jury 
instructions given by a 
Strafford County Superior 
Court judge led to t~e first 
trial's dismissal after Siel was 
sentenced to life in prison. 
The second mistrial occurec 
when a juror said he knew o 
Siel 's prior conviction. 
Siel, then 19, ·was a freshma11 
at UNH when he was chargec 
with ftrst degree murder 
According to witnesses, Sie 
left a Durham pub witli 
Woodside, who was later found 
beaten to death in the marshy 
area behind Wilderness Traiis 
Trial location · has not ye1 
been .set. 
UNH prof studies rats • • • in uni.que environment 
By Martha Sleep 
· The sawdust on the floor 
muffles any sounds of the 
scurrying feet. With a quick 
glance over your shoulder. you 
might catch a glimp~e of a 
twitching nose or bright, black, 
beady eyes as the creatures 
withdraw into the darkness of 
their holes. You are an intruder 
here in the Rat Habitat in the 
basement of Conant Hall. 
The habitat, fondly refered 
to as the "Rat City" is the • 
Rats are used for research in Conant Hall. (Tim Skeer photo). 
brainchild of William M. 
Baum, associate professor of 
psychology at UNH. 
It is one of two major 
experiments Baum is currently 
running. The other one is 
located on the roof of Conant 
Hall. From the windows in the 
library you can see the large 
pigeon coop where Ba um 's 
pigeons live. 
"I'm an experimental 
psychologist and I'm interested 
in the way an animal learns and 
interacts with its environment 
to survive;" Baum said as he 
reclined back in his chair and 
rested his feet on the desk top 
amid a collection of books and 
papers. 
.. I'm trying to apply laboratory 
knowledge to rea·1 situations, 
trying to build a bridge between 
psychology and ecology." he 
said ... Instead of putting my 
animals in boxes, I'm putting 
them into relatively large areas 
where they can live relatively 
normal lives, interact socially, 
breed, and earn all their food 
and water in the experiments." 
Both habitats are equipped 
with electrical systems to keep 
track of the animals' responses. 
Pigeons are studied to 
determine their feeding and 
foraging characteristics. By 
watching them eat, Baum is 
hoping to better understand 
what strategies animals use to 
survive in the wild. 
The .. coop" is a fairly simple 
chicken wire structure which 
houses about a dozen pigeons. 
He and his assistants tend them 
by climbing about 25 feet up a 
steel ladder that goes through a 
trap door in the ceiling of the 
secretaries' office. 
.. He goes up a lot, and carries 
a huge bag, oh, about 100 
pounds of pidgeon feed; up the 
'ladder and I always hold. my 
breath waiting for him to get 
through the hole with that bag 
and himself," said Mary Lou 
Fuller. a secretary in the office. 
"The workstudies lower a rope 
down and pull it up, but not Dr. 
Baum. he doesn't mess around 
with it at all." · 
The rat habitat is more 
complicated. It is a room that is 
about ten feet long and eight 
feet wide. It is lined with steel 
paneling to prevent escapes. 
The rats are allowed to run free 
in the room except when Baum 
and his assistant are taking 
surveys. 
Structures incorporating 
'steel book shelves and steel 
boxes line three of the walls and 
act as nests and walkways for 
the rats. The fourth wall is lined 
with food distribution 
equipment. 
For the past five years, Baum 
and his assistants have been 
working on a computer system 
to use in conjunction with their 
rat studies. 
.. Each rat will carry an 
implant that will identify the 
RA TS, page 20 
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E~rollment declines by 300 at University 
By Peter Schlesinger 
Of the 8,700 freshman 
applications received by the 
UNH Admissions Office for 
the fall semester, nearly 2.300 
freshman as well as an 
additional 600 transfer 
students have enrolled. 




newspapers,· the UN H 
enrollment ·projection of I 0,500 
students is right on target, 
according to Stanwood Fish, 
director of UNH Admissions. 
"We are enrolling about 300 
fewer students than we dtd a 
year ago, but it's because we 
want the University at this 
size," said Fish. "Besides, in 
1977 the University Senate 
decided · that total University 
enroHment should not exceed 
10,500." 
However, Raymond Ericks-
on, associate vice president for 
academic affairs, said that 





because of greater financial 
burdens on students, 
competition from other 
universities, the generally poor 
state of our economy, and the 
tightening of federal financial 
aid funds. 
Of the September arrivals, 
1,400 to 1,450 are New 
Hampshire students while 800 
to 850 are from outside of the 
state, including 17 internation-
al students. 
The class of 1986 is of a 
broader distribution geograph-
ically than previous classes. 
This is largely because the 
Admissions Office staff made· 
greater use of the College 
Board servicf called Student 
Search and extended school 
visitation to schools outside the 
Northeast, Fish said. 
School v1s1tation was 
extended for two reasons 
according to Fish. First, the 
number of high school 
graduates is expected to decline 
in the next several years, due to 
increased birth control and 
migration patterns of many 
New England families moving 
to the South and Southeast, 
and second, a student's 
educational experience can be 
greatly enriched by contact 
with students from other parts 
of the U.S. and the world. 
Foreign students have 
arrived this fall from 
Argentina, Bermuda, Cyprus, 
Dominican Republic, England, 
France, Greece, India, Japan, 
l(orea, Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Taiwan, and West Germany. 
Carpool · ROSH HASHANAH YOMKIPPUR 
·SERVICES 
Y.\f. 
Save money and 
meet people. Sign up at 
the Commuter/Transfer 
Center. 
Temple. Israel in Dover will 
hold High Holy Day services 
this fall and students are invited. 
Room 136, MUB 













This exciting position involves many varied responsibilities Our engineering officers are planning and 
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today. 
Many are seeing their id~ and concepts 
materialize. They have the finest, state-of-
the-art equipment to test their theories. The 
working environment is conducive to research. 
And Air Force experience is second to none. 
You can be part of this dynamic team if you 
have an engineering degree. Your first step ' 
will be Officer Training School. Help us shape 
our future as we help you start yours. Be an 
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact 
your Air Force recruiter at 603-625-4737, 
· including: 
recruiting and training non-police security and stage crews 
scheduling and meeting with police and fire officials 
arranging seating 
checking contracts 
Pl.l iS MANY MORE 
The Production / Security Director is an integral member of the 
MUSO team. 
INTERESTED? 
Contact the ~n ·so ollin:-Room 14X-Ml 1H or 'rall .2-1485 for tktail~. 
TSgt. Bob Fouquette. Call Collect. 
A .,.at woyof life. 
,- '} - r ( ' ' ::! I ,. _ ...... - .. -• r. . \ r , ~ '.1 - ri ! I •• , - , I ,.:_ • I , " I ,._' 
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Experience program less ·known CALENDAR 
FRIDAY, September 10 
By Kristine Frieswick 
One of the least known 
programs here at UN H · could 
very well be one of the most 
vital in terms of a career. Yet 
ask anyone about this program 
a·nd they will probably 
answer,"What's that?" The 
program is Field Experience 
and it helps · hundreds of 
students from all areas of study 
find a job where they have an 
opportunity to apply their 
knowledge.gain valuable hands 
on experience, and get paid for 
it. 
Not o·nly that, but i.n some 
cases, up to eight credits can be 
· earned. With a program like 
· this on campus, some people· 
cannot understand why 
students aren't beating down 
the doors to get in. Among 
them is Robert · P. McCaffery, 
manager of Field Experience. 
"We advertise in the Time 
and Room Schedule twice a 
year and also on the back of the 
Kari-Van . schedule but when 
we ask t'he students who come 
. to us where they learned about 
us the answer is very rarely one 
of these two places," he said . . 
When asked if the student 
lack of awareness ever caused 
problems. McCaffery said, "At 
times we don't have enough 
students to fill the positions we 
have available ." 
He was quick to point out 
that this is not always the case, 
. but placement rates of the Field 
Experience program show that 
.they are keeping a lot of 
students busy. . 
"The emphasis is on learning 
not on making money," says 
come in handy, though. Last 
year over 400 students earned 
in excess of $700,000. 
If this sounds too good to be 
true, think again. There is only 
one requirement for the Field 
Experience program. 
.. Field _Experi~nc..e is a 
separate program specifically 
for those students who's major-
doesn't offer an internship," 
McCaffery explained. 
If the student falls into this 
category, the rest is easy. 
FIELD, page 6 
Peer Education 
in Health 
Join a Student Health promotion 
group. Gain valuable experience tor 
·career advancement. 
Develop°your abilities: 
Planning, Conducting, evaluating programs 
Communication skills 
Peer Educators are students. Peer Educators 
encourage students to make positive behavior 
changes and informed decision related to health . 
Credit a nd non-credit training course available 
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHS EXHIBITION: Works from spring 
semester. 1982. Hewitt Hall exhibition corridor. 8 . a.m.-6 p.m. 
Continues Monday-Friday through Sept. ·15. 
SATURDAY, September 11 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: lntersquad Meet. Field House, io· 
a.m . 
CHICKEN BAR-B-QUE: Open to all freshmen Life Sciences & 
Agriculture and Thompson School men. Sponsored by Alpha 
Gamma Rho. AGR, 6 Strafford Ave .. 2 p.m. 
SUNDAY, s,ptember 12 
FACULTY ART REVIEW OPENING: Abeles, Balderacchi, 
Laurent: and 3 Generations: Evans, Frank, Papageorge. University · 
Art Galleries, Paul Creative Arts Center, 3-5 p.m. 
MUSO FILM: Bringing Up Baby(Howard Hawks).Strafford Rm., 
· Memorial Union. 7 & 9:30 p.m. 
MON D A.Y, September 13 
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHS EXHIBITION: · Hewitt Hall 
exhibition corridor. 8 u.m. 6 p.m. Continue:\ J\,fonday-r1 iuay 
through Sept. 15. 
GRADUATE STUDENT REGISTRATION (DAY STUDENTS): 
Hillsborough / Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 8:45-11 :45 a.m. 
and 1:15-4 p.m. 
GRADUATE STU DENT REGISTRATION (EVENING 
STUDENTS): Registrar's office. Thompson Hall, 5-7 p.m. Evening 
registration continues through September 16. 
FACULTY ART REVIEW: Abeles. Balderacchi, Laurent: and 3 
Generations: Evans. Frank. Papageorge. University· Art Galleries, 
Paul Creative Arts Center. Monday-Wednesday IO a.m.-4 p.m.: 
Thursday 10 a.m.-8 p.m.: Saturday and Sunday 1-5 p.m.: closed 
Fridays and University holidays. Continues through Oct. 20. 
TUESDAY, September 14 
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHS EXHIBITION: Hewitt Hall 
exhibition corridor. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Continues Monday-Friday 
through Sept. 15. 
FACULTY ART REVIEW: University Art Galleries, Paul Creative 
Arts Center. Monday-Wednesday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.:Thu·rsday 10 a .m.-
8 p.m.: Saturday and Suhday 1-5 p.m.: closed Fridays and 
University holidays. Continues through Oct. 20 . 
UNDERGRADUATE DEADLINE: Last day to withdraw and 
qualify for 3/ 4 tuition refund . 
MEN'S TENN IS: vs . Rhode Island, Field House. 3 p.m. 
WOMEN'S .FIELD HOCKEY: vs . UMainc. Orono. New 
Hampshire Hall. 3:30 p.m. 
McCaffery. The money does.,_ _____________________ __, GRADUATE STUDENT R.EGISTRATION (EVENING 
STU DENTS): Registrar's Office. Thompson Hall, 5-7 p.m. 
Continues throu h Sc t. 16. · 
CUSTOM T-SHIRT PRINTING 
Businesses, clubs, organizations 
·Hats, teteS, golf shirts, 
sweatshirts 
Many styles available 
No order toosniall 
N.H. PRINTWORKS 
3131 Lafayette Road 
, Portsmouth, N. H. 03801 · 
PETER C. GREIDER 
603-431-8319 
Where can you buy 
these famous -brands 












At N .H.'s Largest Shoe_ Store 






Near Kari-Van stop 




















M USO is lookingfor a projectionist for their film series. ! · 
For details contact: Suzanne Portnoy at 2-1485 
or stop by the M USO office ---
Room 148 in the MUB. 
THE OUT BACK 44MainSlreei,Dumam 
t•••••--•••••••••••••••••••••••••COUPON••t••COUPON•~ 
: 2 FABRIC COUPONS . A : 8 : 
: Good For Anything In Fabric Dept. : : · 
: • But_terick • Simplicity ~ Pauloa • Folkwear 1 Q OL0 : 1 Q OL0 : 1 • Calleo • Corduroy • Chmtz 7E 1 7E : 
: • ~anvas • 811rl~p • Felt Off : 1 
~-------------------------------------------~----J 
~----------·---------------------------------------, : FRAME I Go()d For One Picture 1 Q O~ Off: 
: COUPON Custom Or· Do-It-Yourself 70 •: 
·---------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------·----------~ WI LO. September October November 






rd Off Off Off . 
Shopping Trip COUPON COUPON COUPON 
--------------------------------------'-----------· Card Must 81 Used By Nov. 30, 1982 
--------- --------
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NOTICES ---SUMMER---
·1 raining on officiating tcchinqucs is provided . Pay 
is SJ .75 per hour / game. Room 15 I. Field House. 
(contimred from page 5) 
ATHLETICS 
WATER POLO CLUB: Organizational Meeting. 
men's and women\ teams. Sponsored b y 
Recreational Sports. Monday. September 13. 
Field House pool. 4 :00 p.m. 
INTRAMURAL ROSTERS: Co-rec Football: 
Men's and Women's Football: Men's and 
Women's Soccer: Rosters ducat Sports Managers 
meeting on Monday. September 13th. Senate-
Merrimack Room. Memorial Union. 5:30 p .m . 
Roster forms may be picked up in Rm . 151 in the 
Field ffousc or at the Commuter Center in the 
MU B. For additional information. consult vour 
Rec. Sports Calendar. call the Rec. Sports ·Hot 
Linc 2-1528 or come to Room 151 in the Field 
House. 
CREW CLUB: Organizational meeting for new 
members. sponsored by Recreational Sports. 
Monday. September 13. Senate-Merrimack room. 
Memorial Union. 7 p.m. 
FOOTBALL & SOCCER OFFICIALS 
NEEDED: If you have played football or soccer or 
arc iust a knowledgeable fan you ma y qualify. 
CAREER 
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: For students 
who find it difficult to schedule regular 
appoi ntmcnts with Career Pian n ing and 
Placement Staff. Monday. September 13. 
Memorial Union Balcony Table. I :30-3:30 p.m. 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
NATIONAL ABORTION RIGHTS ACTION 
LEAGUE: Monday. September IJ. Room 134. 
Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m. 
GENERAL 
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICES 
STUDE1'T COMMITTEE MEETING: Plans 
will be made for the first blood drive scheduled for 
September 20-23 . Tuesday. September 14. 12 
Dover Rd. 7 p.m. For information call 868-2753 . 
.. Whether you are looking for a 
job or have a job related to your 
field of study and would like to 
earn credit for it, come to the 
Field Experience · office and 
talk with one of the people 
here. There are several forms to 
fill out regarding field of study, 
career objectives, specifics on 
time availability and location 
preference," he said. 
Not only do they search out 
jobs for the students through 
mass advertising campaigns, 
but they also contact individual 
businesses if a student 
expresses a speci~,I interest in a 
specific area. Interviews are 
arranged and if the student gets 
the job, a· faculty advisor is 
assigned to make sure that the 
E A B\G WHEEL . . 
B CAMPUS\ - AMPAGERALLY! 
W\N ONE Of 5 d~,i~7-3i-c - •••••· 
--··- - -~---· 
The Revlon Flex Rampage-Rally 
$750,000 in prizes! 
Now Flex ... the fabulous Instant 
Conditioner and Shampoo ... invites you 
· to be a big wheel on campus! Enter the 
Fl~x-Rampage Rally Sweepstakes! It's 
easy ... and you may win a 1983 Rampage 
Sport, Dodge's personal size pickup. 
The rally is a Sports Car Club of America 
Solo II Skill Rally. If you win you'll be at 
the wheel of your own Rampage. Or 
win one of hundreds of other prizes. 
50 50 
Go to your participating Flex retailer 
and pick up an entry blank. Just fill it 
out and take it to your participating 
Dodge dealer. 
If your name is drawn you'll get $50 
cash, a new Rampage on loan to drive . r r .· r .· ....... ·. : ? t / _> 
to the Flex-Rampage Rally in your area i .\ ··· ·-·• · • ,.,_ ❖ YL:>-<. ; •'·; ::~: 
and a year's supply of Flex Shampoo REVIDN 
and Conditioner: · 
, lm~lement Sets 
forMananct 
· , , Women , ,_;; 
., / ' / ~. ~ 
See your participating Flex Retail outlets for official rules and details. 
No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited . Licensed drivers only. 
Sweepstakes expires September 18, 1982. 
© 1982 Revlon Inc. 
job is presenting him or her 
with the knowledge and skills 
essential to his or her area of 
study. 
The rate of pay that the 
student receives is determined 
by the difficulty and level of 
skill required ·for the job as well 
as the amount of extra 
academic work that the student 
does in conjunction with the · 
job. 
If you're .going to apply for 
Field Experience, · there are a 
few things that you should 
consider. Juniors and seniors 
will, of course, be hired more 
readily than sophomores or 
freshmen, although freshmen 
and sophomores often get 
placed in very good jobs. As 
McCaffery puts it "'employers 
are looking for people who can 
produce right away. They also 
like to hire people that are 
available for full time 
employment on a long term 
basis." 
A few other tips that might 
make you a better Field 
Experience job candidate are: 
--Start early in the year if you 
a re looking for a summer job. 
Mccaffery even suggests that a 
student start as earl y as · 
November. According to past 
experience. a lot of positi·ons 
open up j ust befo re Christmas, 
a nd thi s is the ti me that Field 
Experie nce has the .ha rdest 
ti me fi ll ing positions . 
--Have a resume read y. It is 
a n essential pa rt of presenting a 
complete, picture of yourself to 
you r prospective employer. 
--Keep in mind that the 
purpose ofr. Field Experience i 
education and that it doesn't 
take the place of school. It's just 
a very small pa :-t of the total 
educational picture. 
The Field Experience of~ce 
is located in Yerrette House. 
Appointments can be made 
and there are brochures 
availa b le in the office . 
Reprod uctive 
Health care~ 
A team of 
hea lth care professionals 
offering 
GYNECOLOG IC AL 
SE RVICES in 
a 11 aspect~ of 
women's hea lth care 
a nd gyneco logical 
surgery. includi ng 
office fe male 
ste ri lizations and 
PREG;',.;ANCY 
TE RMI NATIONS. 
All services p rovi ded by 
a n OB GYN surgeon and 
profcssio na l ly 
t ra ined staff 
S ER VICES A LSO INCLl D E 
* Birth co nt ro l counse ling 
* P ro choice 
pregna ncy co~1riscli ng 
* F R EE prcgna ncy testing 
* Eve ning ho urs 
* S liding fee sca le 
C o mplete CO:\ I- I D E:\TI .I\ l.l TY 
Gregory C. Luck 
M.D. Prof. Assn. 
152 Court Street 
Portsmouth, N .H. 03801 
60:l-436-6462 
Hours : 
'.\1onday - Friday 
9am-;jpm 
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BUDDY RICH 
& HIS BAND 
8 PM Sat., Sept. 25 
-UNH Field House 
Students $5; Faculty & Staff $6 
. General and all tickets at the door $7 
MUB Ticket Office - 10 AM - 4 PM 
Monday - Friday 
A Celebrity Series Concert 
,,. 
MUSO presents: 
Wednesday, Sept. 15, 1982 
-8:00 p.m . 
Granite State ROom 
Menorial Union Building 
Tickets available at the door 
s2.oo Students 
~ s.2.50 Non-Students 
Commuter Links is an 
opportunity for off campus 
students to get to know a 
faculty or staff member by 
participating in one of seven 
activities: Game Playing, Body 
Monitoring, Volleyball, An 
Experiential Opportunities for 
Off-Campus Students 
On-Going Orientation 
Groups are also off erect" and 
will provide a place for _ 
commuters and transfers to ,-
meet and share thoughts, 
experiences, and questions 
with others in weekly 
meetings. Sign up at the 
Commuter/Transfer Center ~y 
September 17. We would love 
to see you there. 
·Evening with the Stars, Biking 
the Great Bay, Building a 
House, and an evening of 
pizza and conversation. Sign 
up at the Commuter/Transfer 
Center by September 21. 
Space-is limited. 
L ___ __. _________ _____, 
Questions? Stop by QI call the 'ffl., I Comm,uter/ Transfer C~nter, MUB: 862-36-12__. 
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ALL NEW-AND USED TEXT- -
. . . 
BOOKS WILL BE 5°/o OFF 
. SUGGESTED RETAIL AT 
THE -REGISTER. 
Welcome Back! 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, SE-PTE~BER 10, 1982 PAGE NINE 
The Commuter/ Transfer Center 
has the. fallowing · 
positions available: 
. 
*Off Campus Housing 
Coordinator 
· *Program Coodinutor 
*Consumer Intern . 
*Recreation Coodinator 
See Linda or Maggie 
for job descriptions 
at the 
Commuter/ Transfer Center, 
Room 136, MVB. 
--
PHI KAPPA THETA 
FRATERNITY 
• INVOLVEMENT 
~ . •IDENTITY 
. • COMMITMENT 
YOU HAVE THE . CHANCE TO BE THE LEADER! . 
• NO HAZING All.OWED 
• NO PLEDGE PERIOD 
7 J Voe~ 6c• ·wi i ng yc•tt't own S'tat e'tni.tij i11te'U'-~ t U<'t(? 
~ l Vee~ de vefop i.1tg a 6-ut te ltll i. ty chap t e.'t wi tlwitt p('.e rlg.i.J1g ,, 't fta ;:.i.ug_ i 11 t e.H!-~ t ij(•11? . 
I 5 1 ou,. a ,14wM to d te above two queA t i.crn.6 w ijeA , tli en P/1,i. Kappa ~lte 0 i;, .~c•lt 
,,~. } f ()'t -~U,'t;tftelt inno -'Lma.tion _and ·an ,i.r1,t eH'-tellJ ca-fl 7.:/2- .:/100, beg-<.nn rng .. ,(•ndaij , 
Septembe't 13 t11 , and Mk f,01t _ K.d .lz Tlwma.L 
mKe i 6 ft e1te ! Let i t be a pM.i.tive i nnfue nce on you,'!. ccC.Cege ca.tee.'!. . 
PHI KIJPPII THETA tOVlD 
. MAKE THE DIFFERENCE 
IN YOUR COLLEGE EXPEl(IENCE 
Rappelling Clinics 
The Department of Mi I ita ry Science invites 
all members o_f the .· university community to 
participate in its annual Fall Rappelling Glinic. 
Monday, Sept. 20 





Open to everyone, no 
prior experience necessary. 
For more information, 
stop by Room 207, Zais 
Hall or call 2-1087 
· ARMY ROTC 
BE.ALL YOU CAN-BE 
General 
Meeting · 
Tuesday Sept. 14 
7:00· p.m~ · 
Also interviewing for 
Head of Security , 
Applications Available· 
~ 'µ 
;l \ ,.,. e 






were gone ... 
We .opened our. 
International ·cafe' · 
featuring our 
new menu. 
Come join us! 
I. 
~,,._,, ..... t,.-..,~.,._. ...... (, ..... 1, ..... , ...... ,._. ....... , •• 
. I-: 
- ' - ' .... 
~-~ 




_ __ _ _ _ At __ N.oon --.. . ----
1 unch series 
PRESENTS: 
FRANK: BACHICH, VP of Financial Affairs 
GREGG SANDBORN, Dean of Studeflt Affairs 
BILL PUFFER, MANAGER, Karivan 
· ·sEPT 15 *12 -1 PM 
Carroll/Belknap ntub 
FREE REFRESHMENTS SPONSORED BY- THE COMMUTER/TRANSFER CTR. 
------ ~ --·-
Summers are busy at UNH 
By Peter Schlesinger 
Activities for both young 
and old were in· full swing at 
UN H this summer. There were 
more than 30 conferences on 
campus between the end of 
. spring semester and Labor 
Day,and better than 3,200 
students attended Summer 
Session classes. 
classroom instruction with club 
meetings, athletics, and 
personal clarification groups. 
Students- participating in 
Upward Bound, sponsored 
nationwide by the U.S; 
Department of Education, 
was a pretty intense summer of 
activity," Krug said, 
"'challenging, but a lot of fun." 
Among the other groups on 
campus was the National 
Organic Farmers Association 
(NOFA), which held its Eighth 
Annual Conference and 
Celebration of Rural Life at 
UNH. The conference, held 
July 30-Aug I, was a chance for 
more than 1,500 farmers and 
non-farmers to exchange ideas 
about marketing crops. 
A wide variety of events, 
PAGE ELEVEN. 
Isn't it time you had a futon? 
\. :'>~ 
\ ... 
Traditional Japanese sleeping matress refined for today's world. 
100% breathable cotton, soft yet firm. Comfortably cool in summer, 
snuggly warm in winter. Versatile,. easily moved, stored or folded 
into a couch. And easy on your budget - fully 1 /3 to 1 /8 the price of 
conventional mattresses! We stock all standard sizes. 
Macro Polo, Inc. 
We want you to_ sleep well. -The Everything store 
P.S.: 20% off all flannel sheets while they last!! 
One of the busiest places on 
campus was Stoke Hall, which 
was home for 2,865 incoming 
freshmen and their parents 
during · Freshmen Orientation 
in · June and July. On Stoke's 
groundfloor, the Violin 
Institute, a unique program in . 
stringed instrument construc-
tion and repair, was held for 11 
weeks . . 
· attended classes, in math, 
reading, writing, and elected to 
take either computer science, 
creative arts, or physical 
educa.tion. TweJve UNH 
student-counselors worked 
with the high ,gchool students 
throughout the summer, living 
with them in the same 
dormitory, and taking an active· 
part in the learning experience. 
exhibits, workshops, and · • 
discussions were held, from the 89 Market St. We're open daily til 11 p.m. 
UNH's Matt Krug, who 
worked as a counselor, enjoyed 
working with_ the students . . "I~ 
Memorial Union tg __ B_a_r_to_n _..,._P_o.rt_s_m_o_u_t_h_, _N_._H_. _________ 4_3_6_-8_3_3_8 ___ ~ 
A riine year-old tradition at 
UNH, the institute has a faculty 
of internationally kn-own 
master~ in the fields of violin 
and bow construction, 
restoration and repair, wood 
technology, and accoustics. 
.. We instruct teachers, 
players, and shop owners in· 
,wha _-_ they shouldn't do to 
violins," said Karl Roy, 
director of the State Institute of 
Violin Building · in West 
Germany. "They'll either start a 
violin from scratch here or 
bring one they have been 
working on already. They come 
because they want to be here; 
they just want to learn." 
Deena Spear, a· shop owner 
from Accokeek, Maryland, 
who has been coming here for 
the past six years, said UNH 
has the most developed violin-
building course in. the United 
States and looks forward to it 
all year long. · 
"We have a ball here, and we 
enjoy everything; the teachers, 
the making, the visiting with 
our friends, and the learning," 
said Spear. "This is what UNH 
was meant for." 
The Upward Bou_11d 
program at UNH offered 80 
New Hampshire high school 
students a chance this summer 
to advance both socially and 
academi~ally. The program 
comprised six weeks of _daily 
SUMMER, page 18 
~ ; 
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Engineering students ... 
If you Aim Hlgh ... you can have It all 
The Air Force has a new program, Jhe -Senior yollege . 
Engineer Program. The Air Force will pay you over $900 a 
month during your senior year if your major is electrical, 
nuclear, aeronautical, astronautical or any one of several 
selected engineering disciplines. 
You'll have all the great Air Force advantages during your 
senior year, like complete medical and dental care, discount 
shopping privileges, and much more. 
When you graduate, you'll attend Officer Training School and 
receive a commission as an Air Force officer. You may app!y 
to attend graduate school at Air Force expense. 
Find out all the details from your nearest Air Force recruiter 
today. You'll help yourself and serve your country. 
Call TSgt. Bob Fouquette, 603-625-4737. 
Call Collect. 
A great way of life. 
~-----------------------~ 
MUSO 
photoschool and darkroom 
R~g istration: 
September 7-22 
Room 148 MUB, 862-1485 
Photoschool $40 (includes darkroom use) 
Darkroom $30 (includes all chemicals) 
For more information contact Chuck Huckins, Photoschool 
Director, or Don Eva,Darkroom Director, at MUSO, 8~2-1485. 
\ 
mill Pond Center, Inc. 
RFD 3 Box I Newmarket Rood 
Durham, New Hampshire 03824 
A non-profit organization dedicated to fostering communn~• :nterest ,n the art~ 




FREE 4-WEEK BALLET CLASS FOR BOYS 
MODERN DANCE 
SCULPTURE 








MA TH S AT WORKSHOPS 
MODERN DANCE 
MUSICAL COMEDY , 




SPECIAL COMMUNITY EVENTS 
OPEN HOUSE REFRESHMENTS - MEET THE STAFF 
SAT SEPT 11th10-NOON 
BECKY ARNOLD DANCE CONCERTS 
FRI & SAT. SEPT 17 & 18 B·OO p.m. 
WOFLD PEACE DAY MUSICAL CONCERVi BY DO'A 
SUN SEPT 1 9th 3 30 p m & 7 30 pm 
COCH ECO QUILTERS GUILD EXHIBIT 
SAT SEPT 25 10 a.m. - 8 pm. 
SUN SEPT 26 NOON - 5 p m 
WRITE OR CALL THE MILL POND CENTER FOR INFORMATION RESERVATIONS. 
AND APPLICATIONS - 868-7073. -
DURHAM 
NEW TESTAMENT CHURCH 
Committed to: 
-Jesus as Lord & Savior 
-Living out the word of God 
-Seeing the character and power 
of Jesus emerg~ in all believers 
Thursdays 
·Sundays 
7pm 215 Hamilton-Smith Hall 
2 pm 215 Hamilton-Smith Hall 
For information contact 
_ Ae-nry Cooley 868- 7498-
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BRINGING. UP BABY 
Starring-Katherine Hepburn-Cary Grant Released by RKO Radio 
Directed and Produced by Howard Hawks 
. - . 
Time: 7 & 9:30 Date: Sunday, September 12 
Admission: $1.00 or MUSO Movie Pass 
Place: Strafford Room, MUB 
Lunatic comedy of the thirties generally started with an heiress; this one starts with an 
heiress (Hepburn) who has a dog, George, and a leopard, Baby. Cary Grant is a 
paleontologist who has just acquired the bone he needs to complete his dinosour 
collapses - but Grant winds up with Hepburn, and no paleontologist ever got hold of a 
more beautiful set of bones ... 
, 
Room 108, MUB 
The Student Senate"is now accepting 
applications for: 
Health and Human Services 
Council Chairperson 
Aca~emic Council Chairperson 
-A paid position 
-A chance to get involved with a· Student 
·Organization 
i\pplication~ a\·ailahk in Student Senate Office 
Muh Room 130 





(1982-83 academic year) 
AREA I, AREA II & AREA-Ill JUDICIAL 
BOARDS 
DUTIES:Attendirig orientation sessions 
APPLICATIONS: Can be picked up 
from your area coo"rdinatoi-s office 
(Stoke, Devine or-Christensen) 
DEADLINE: Tuesday, September ·14, 
1982 at 9:00am 
REQUIREMENTS: Must ' live 1n 
Residential Area applying for 
For additional information contact Sharon 
Reynolds at the Dean of Students Office 
862-2050 
THE TIN PALACE ·. 
"---- FOOD _ & DRlNK 7 
The Sub Room at 
The Tin Palace 
· Subs - Pizza ~ S yr.ians 
Full Liquor License 
Large Screen T. V. 
for Football and Baseball 
Got in shape orer the summer? Now let it pay off! 
-
Saturda~·" September l l" l 982" at I l :00 a.n1. 
Cou r~e 6.2 sc'enic miles mn lightly travelled roads. Each mile will be clearly marked. 
with splih giYen at I. J and 5. Onc -\\atcr stop at approx. J.7 miles. 
Catt~gories Men: Open - 18 & under ·_ Masters·- I st Lee Finisher 
Women: Open - 18 & under - Masters - I st Lee Finisher 
.-\ wards I st Place Finisher in each category (Jimit one per runner) 
***'1" ' T-Sltirts to all entries receiv~J by 9 J 1 82 ***.** 
Entry Fee ~5_00 per person 
Mail entry to: 
Post entries accepted from 9:J0 to I 0:45 am day of race 
~6.00 with t-shirt while they last 
-~ J .00 without t-shirt 
F. Patric:~i G.1ry. Realtor and or Durham Copy 
Jenkins Court 
Durham. N. H. 03824 
Jenkins Court 
Durham. N.I-1. 03824 
Make checks payabic to: E. Patricia Gar) 
Check in Mast Way School. Route 155. Lee. N.H. (9:30 to 10:45 am) 
I-or further information. call Ron or Pat Gary at 868-1113 (after 6 pm at 659- 3248) 
T-~hirts still available 
"Refreshments" & Hot dog~ after the race! 
• ~ See you there! . ...... .. . . -~·· -~ 
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Editorial 
The new and foolish booze rules 
Residential Life officials are trying - with 
stricter rules - to solve what they consider a 
drinking problem at UNH. Unfortunately, it 
won't work. 
Drinking creates problems. Those who 
abuse alcohol are hurt physically and 
emotionally. But the new policies won't help 
students with drinking problems; only 
education will. 
Another problem is the damage done by 
drunken vandals. The stricter punishments for 
students who break University rules while 
under the influence of alcohol, proposed last 
spring, will reduce vandalism. 
But the new policies presented this fall -
like the rules that prohibit being drunk in a 
dorm or using a "common source" of alcohol 
- are ridiculous. 
Drunkeness should not be be promoted, but 
it is a right. Yet students can no longer drink in 
their rooms or downtown, have a few too many 
drinks, and then return to thier dorm. Nor can 
. two 20-year olds share a bottle of wine in a 
room - that would be a "common source". 
Those are the rules. 
Who's going to enforce these rules? It seems 
few Resident Assistants (R.A.s) will. They 
made it clear during hall meetings this week 
they didn't like the new rules. They also 
protested the policies during their training 
session this fall, but no changes ,vere made. 
Whoever designed these policies should 
realize students aren't going to give up 
drinking. So why were they instituted? 
- To increase the popularity of fraternity 
Letter from the Editor ., 
parties, where students can drink in a · more 
relaxed atm9sphere? 
-To force students away from campus and 
into cars where they may drink and drive? 
- Or to make students more secretive, 
socializing behind locked doors and meeting 
fewer and fewer people? 
Students · should use good judgement 
regarding drinking, according , to the 
Residential Life policy. And there must be 
rules regarding drinking. But the new policies 
go too far; they leave no opportunities for any 
decision making. 
The policy also says the most successful 
parties don't focus on drinking. That's true. 
And it's also true that students can socialize 
without drinking. 
But they won't. 
How to use . this paper 
. By Greg Flemming 
The most observant of you may have noticed 
something different about your newspaper this 
year: the print is larger. We decided to use a 
slightly larger type size because we think it 
makes the paper easier to read and more 
attractive. 
news, features, and sports - to bring new 
ideas; no experience is necessary. In · fact, 
experience is what you '11 get - many former 
members of The New Hampshire are now 
working for daily newspapers and news · 
Thomas at 2-1490 . 
-Calendar & Notices. You'll see the calendar 
ion page 5 each day and notices on page 6. They 
both list information about daily events at 
UNH as well as clubs and organizations. 
Listings for calendar and notices should be 
brought to the Student Activities Office on the 
top floor of the MUB, not to our ·newsroom. 
· organizations like the Associate Press. If 
you 're interested, come to the meeting 
advertised on the next page or stop by room 
151 on the bottom floor of the MUB. Personals & Ads. Personals cost $1 and can 
be submitted in our business office in room-
108., also on the bottom floor of the MUB. The 
business office is open from IO a.m. to 2 p.m. 
M-onday through Friday. For other 
information about advertising, stop by the 
office or call 2-1323. Personals cannot be 
submitted over the phone or in the newsroom. 
Not only the print changes with this first 
issue, but we have several changes to editorial 
positions as well. Tom Mooney joins Tracy 
Carlson as a news editor while assistant editor 
Darryl Cauchon leaves that post to take 
another job. 
- Letters. You 're going to get mad this year, 
whether -at University policy, student 
government, or us. Write a letter to the Editor 
about the issue, and get your opinion in print. 
Letters must be typed, double-spaced, and 
should be no longer than two pages. They must 
also be signed. This is the first issue of the paper, which is 
published every Tuesday and Friday and 
circulated around campus, and a good time to 
list the ways you can become involved with The 
New Hampshire. 
University Forum. The Forum will begin 
with next Friday's paper. It provides a place 
for students and faculty to write longer pieces, 
both informational and opiniQnated. If you'd 
like to contribute to Forum, call editor Martha 
If there's something you'd like to see in the 
paper, if you have any comments or criticism, 
or just want to see how a newspaper works, 
please stop by. 
Write. We're always looking for writers ~ 
Letters 
Women's Center 
To the Editor: 
Why wasn't the Women's Center 
acknowledged as one of the 
important student organization of 
'"power alley" in your editorial for 
t~ summer issue? You named 
other SAF.C organizations; no 
.mention of the women's center was 
a blatant offence. Do you still find . 
us not worth mentioning after all 
that has happened? I realize that 
we will have to prove ourselves as 
worthwhile to the student 
population with time, but please 




To the Editor: 
Are we ever glad fall's come 
back to town! To walk the streets 
and see you all again is a real joy! 
Durham has come back to !if e and 
we have so much to celebrate! 
To honor Durham's very special 
birthday, our theme for the fall 
Red ·cross blood drive, scheduled 
for September 20th through 
September 23rd at your MUB 
{rom lO to 3 each day, will be"Give 
a Birthday Gift for Durham's 
250th." 
In saluting the town and it's 
terrific UNH citizens, we will have 
Writing letters to tire Editor 
l.1•1/Ns to th£' l:ditorfi,r 1mhlication in 1l1e Neu· Ha111p~hir<' 
111wt he signed and no longer than n, ·o /Jages r,1ped, douhle S/){Jn'd. 
/.c//£'n 111ar he /nought to Roon, 151 in the M UB, or 111ai/ecl to: . 
l:ditor, 1he Ne11· /la111;J.,hire , Room 15/, MUH. UNI/. /)11rha111, 
t\11, 038}4. 
an opportunity to welcome back 
our old friends and · get to know 
you whom we hope will be our new 
ones!! We want you newcomers to 
better know your new hometown 
and great University who have 
been the leaders of our Blood 
Service since I 95 I. 
From the 18th through half of 
the 20th century, Durham has been 
known as a good place to live! In 
this, the last part of the century, 
Durham's is still a good place to 
live, but is also a good place to 
"Give!" 
We invite you all - new and 
regulars to celebrate this "250th" 
birthday with us and again show 
your community spirit! Give of 
Durham and UN H's tradition and 
beauty so another can "live" in a 
good place too! 
We'll be waiting eagerly to see 
you again. We really missed you! 
Sincerely 
J arey Stearns 
(Your Durham Red Cross Blood 
Chairman) 
And read The New Hampshire! 
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Get with ... 
The New Hampshire 
All interested writers - news, features, and 
sports - are invited; no experience _necessary. 
(And find out why you shou Id work for The New 
Hampshire.) 
Refreshments will be served! 
Or stop by Room 151 in_ the MUB anytime! 
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:Art-s & .Features 
. . 1 
The Clnsh and Friday the 13th:.misint~rpreted:message~ J 
today's audience don't need to 
By John Bald · sec the good side win. they're 
"When it's Christmas out in satisfied with seeing a side.win. 
While watching "Friday the 
Ho Chi Minh City Kiddie say IJth." I also watched the 
Poppa San. take me home" . - audience. They shrieked and 
There is a pair of railroad laughed simultaneously when . 
tracks on the cover of the new Jason sliced or poked or 
Clash album. 'Tombat Rock." pummelled a victim. It was a , 
The members of the band are shriek. a laugh. and a cheer. 
squatting on one side of thc The audience was repulsed by 
tracks. four Englishmen the hideous murders, yet they 
familiar with the decidedly un- also championed Jason. They 
Royal streets of West London. knew that Jason's actions were, 
working class territory stricken in a moral sense, wrong. But in-
with unemployment-the wrong · our world where the enemy 
side of the tracks . Clash songs could come from the Mid die 
are about pea..:ant farmer...: . East. the hills of Latin 
rebel soldiers. refugees. the America, a missile silo in the 
oppressed. the victims. Soviet countryside, or an alley 
buyer surely won't shriek or 
laugh at the orphan. but as he 
listens to the Clash on his $600 
stereo, he will be damn happy 
that Coca-Cola and the United 
States arc on his side. 
Of course, the Clash care 
very much about the terrifyjng 
injustice in the world, and their 
songs arc meant to heighten the 
sensitivity of their listeners. 
This has no doubt been 
somewhat but I fear that for 
many who pay $8 for "Combat 
Rock," or $4 to see "Friday the 
13th," there is no such effect. 
As I sat watching the young 
couple near me chomp on 
popcorn and slurp coke while 
CLASH, page 18 There is a man counting in. on a dark urban street, it was a 
the preview to "Friday the f3th. welcome change to watch some 
Part 3." "One! Two! Three! ... " one have clearly defined 
he counts to twelve. He's enemies and convincingly 
counting the characters in the eliminate them. The viewers 
movie who arc murdered, weren't sympathetic with the 
killed. slaughtered- the victims. victims, they were simply 
Stoke Buildups : sitting in limbo 
The Clash rather wonder relieved that they weren't the 
why their socio-political rock is victims. They laughed and 
so popular in America. T~eir cheered because someone else 
songs often portray the Umt_ed was getting a harpoon through 
States as a monster with 
_ C . , 1. , 1 - the eye. . vcno~ous/ ap1ta 1st tentac cs And Americans enJoy the 
rcach1~g ?Ver. t~e glob~, Clash's songs for a similar 
strangli~g its victl~s. Their reason. When the Clash sings 
new Ip is. however, in the top about a Third World or South 
20 · At Paramount, no one American nation being crushed 
wonders why "Friday the 13th" under the force of Uncle Sam, 
grossed over $10 million in less the listeners arc aghast. On 
than two weeks after its release. "Combat Rock," a powerful_ 
Perhaps there are si_milar and grisly picture ot post-war· 
reasons for the populanty of Vietnam is painted in "Go 
the album and the movie. It's Straight To Hell."The lyrics at 
very American. the head of this article are a 
Socioligists put forth that grim understatement of an 
movies about fear and death, as orphan's lurid existence on the 
"Friday the 13th," arc streets of Ho Chi Minh City 
especially popular during times (Saigon). Then, to focus the 
of uncertainty and political contrast of that hideous life 
instability (e.g. the Cold War, with that of the soldier's home. 
the Nuclear Eighties). the U.S., the singer says, in a 
Americans today, feeling for voice as cold as death, .. It ain't 
the first time in their lives a Coca-Cola. it's rice." Coke is 
threat to their world juxtaposed with rice, and the 
dominance, seem to be effect is chilling. What more 
enjoying movies about meeting appropriate symbol of the 
with a ho_rrif yi_ng enemy. But international spread (flow) of ' 
unlike popular movies of American culture than Coca-
different generations where the Cola? While a starving orphan 
good guys defeat the evil ones, in Vietnam may wish for a bowl 
now the big grossers are the of rice to live one more day, an 
ones where the menace, say, American recors buyer need 
Jason. wipes out nearly only reach for a bottle of Coke 
everyone. This 1s because tQ add life. And that record 
By Mary Bartlett 
As in past years·a portion of -
the 1982 Freshman Class has 
been placed in overcrowded 
living situations. This build up 
is due to a larger enrollment of 
the freshman class, and the 
Office of Residential Life's 
commitment to house · them. 
This year 5% more freshman 
were allowed housing than last 
years already overextended 
housing commitment. 
Overcrowding occurs in 
numerous lounges and doubles 
in several of the dorms on 
campus. Approximately 230 
freshman are directly affected 
by this years extended housing. 
This is 120 more than last year. 
Although lounge spaces and 
double rooms have been 
converted by addition to 
somewhat accomodate the 
students~ they do not include all 
the furniture of regular rooms. 
Desk, closet and drawer space 
are sparse and usually shared. 
The extended housing 
situation, referred to as build 
ups, effect mainly females. 
Only four lounges are being 
used by boys. Several lounges 
inhabitied by women are 
located on male floors and in 
male wings. These are the build 
ups which will be the first to be 
broken up. 
The summer orientation 
staff told us during several 
workshops about the possibi-
· lity of being situated in a 
lounge. They gave suggestions 
about handling these 
overcrowded rooms. I 
dismissed these discussions 
feeling quite confident this 
irregular situation would not 
affect me. 
The University accepted me 
as an early decision student 
giving me priority housing and 
my room and board card was 
sent in . before the May 
deadline. 
Throughout . the summer I 
looked forward to receiving my 
room assignment along with 
the name of my roomate. 
However, in August, I was 
informed that I was not going 
to live in-either of the dorms I 
had requested and I was 
assigned to not one, but five 
roomates. 
Upset by my future living_ 
situation I . imagined the 
negative effect the overcrowd-
ing might have academically 
and socially on my fir.st 
semester at the University. 
A letter from Residential 
Life convinced me to cut down 
on my personal possessions 
and I brought nothing to. 
Budget housing alte~atives in Durham 
by Bingo Pitts 
I · ----~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--1 
/ Each semester sruaents and 
· faculty alike are faced with the 
knotty problem of finding 
housing that is adequate, 
· attractive, and within their 
budget. For those who like the · 
convenience of living ne.ar 
' campus, but cannot afford to 
pay the often inflated rents 
common in · Durham there is 
hope. Comfortable stylish 
shelter is readily available for 
the intrepid who are willing to 
live in a non traditional setting. 
Less than two miles from 
campus, this steel and stone 
structure provides a charm.ing 
view of Great Bay and its 
picturesque coastline. The 
minimilist theme is at the same 
time spare and _expansive, 
allowing the inhabitant to · use 
imagination while decorating. 
A patchwork wall hanging of 
feedbags would blend in with 
the functional girders, and 
would insulate the living area 
from the chill evening breezes. 
Hammocks could be featured 
in the bedrooms and rope 
swings for easy travel from one 
room to the other. Ideal for the 
summer and early Fall this 
location provides convenient 
access to water for boating, 
sailing, and fishing enthusiasts. 
This modular apartment 
complex features a unique 
efficient use of space that 
·aiiows the user to economize on 
heatmg bills by supplying heat 
_.only to the specific areas in use. _ 
.. " 
Developed in ihe University 
Physics Department, local 
architects predict that this 
revolutionary design will 
eventually replace some of the 
more decrepit University 
housing. Available in 
bicentenial colors as well as · 
institutional black and rust, 
these compact units can be · 
attached end on end or on top . 
of each other to provide la_teral 
and horizontal living and 
working space. 
Next weeks Home and 
Garden column will look at two 
more housing alternatives in . 
the -country for those who 
prefer a pastoral setting. ' 
decorate my room. 
My outlook brightened 
when I met my five roomates. 
They are all flexible, outgoing> 
and pleasant. No personality 
clashes have · occured and all 
•arguments are settled 
democratically. 
The fact that we also get 
along with each other's friends 
has made our potentially 
awkward union pleasent. 
Bare walls and • sparse 
personal possessions give the 
room, despite five roomates, a 
bare, lonely look. Our room 
lacks the homey look of many 
of the regular rooms 
surrounding us. Living out of 
trunks due to lack of drawer 
space and trying to organize in 
· cluttered shared desks has 
become increasingly tedious 
and disorganized. 
The unsettling .. feeling of 
being in limbo, of not having 
any control over where I live 
makes most of my first 
semester that much more 
.diffjcult. 




continued from page 17 
. watching Jason impale an for_corporatc rc~sons_ no more 
: unsuspecting naked girl in a logical t~an the ins~nity Jason 
: hammock, I thought about the suffers from. _In this unstable 
characters in Clash songs: w_~rld. Amen~ans can still 
, Spanish sold·iers. heroin afford t<? consider such stuff 
addicts. peasant rebels, enter:tainment-J'.>a_ying to 
dissillusioned youths-the poor. expenen~e the r:hef t~at _it's 
.the losers. the victims. They're someone in a f!lOV1e or a_f ore~gn 
murdered, killed. slaughtered land (same thing) who 1s being 
· murdered. someone else. 
---SUMMER---
( continued from page I I) 
. Hall, including demonstrations attended the Durham Summer 
of goat cheese making, lamb Theatre, which played its 20th 
butchering, the art of mowing, season at UNH, presenting 
1 and hog judging. four plays, two dance concerts, 
In a keynote speech, Robert and four music concerts. In , 
Rodale, editor . of Organic additions, four theatre 
Gardening magazine and productions for children were 
chairman of the Roda]e Press, introduced with great success. 
addressed the search for low- Among other events on 
. cost, self-renewing solutions to campus were the Nationwide 
farming problems. Conference Cheerleaders Association 
panels discussed such topics as Conference, the Festival of 
, women in agriculture, the Creative Youth, microcomputer 
solar-powered farm, and and language day camps, the 
strengthening the regional food Summer Writer's Community. 
economy of New England. and the 4-H Teen Conference. 
Many of those who attended 
MUSO ROCKS YOU 
with 
THE RUBIES 
Dance to your favorite Top 40 hits 
Saturday, September 11,1982 
MUBPUB 
18 year olds welcome 
the nationally-known weekend 
event were from New 
Hampshire and Vermont, 
where NOF A has founded 
many farmer's markets and has 
organi1ed producer cooperatives 
for storage and wholesale 
UNH BOOKSTOR-E 
. marketing. 
There was a variety of topics 
for 160 older adults at UNH for 
the four week-long sessions of 
Elderhostel this summer. 
Elderhostel, which began at 
UNH seven years ago, is 
composed of a network of more 
than 500 colleges, universities, 
and other educational 
institutions in all 50 states, 
Canada, Great Britain, 
Denmark, Sweden, Finland, 
and Norway. Elderhostel offers 
AT SNIVELY ·ARENA 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WE WILL HA\lE OUR TEXTBOOK AND SUPPLY 
SALES AT SNIVELY ARENA DURING THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULE: 
special low-cost, short-term 
residential academic programs September 1982· 
for older ad uhs. 
Some examples of learning 7 Tues. 
topics this summer were bird 
identification and watching; 8 Wed . 
plants in use: their names and 
culture; understanding the 9 Thurs. 
military balance; and basic 
1 
O 
social psychology. . Fri. 
"The program was very 11 S constructive; I enjoyed it ' at. 
immensely," said Jack 12 S 
Garfunkel, father of pop/ rock Un. 
~inger-composer Art Garfunkel. l 
who attended a UNH Elder-
hostel session with his wife, 
Rose. 
"Elderhostel and UNH both 
deserve a lot of credit for being 
able to offer such topnotch 
instructors and professors," he 
said. 
Elderhostelers are provided 
with many activities, such as 
wine/ cheese parties, computer 
mini-courses, and exhibitions 
of. various types of theatre, 
music,danc~, and film. 
Also developed by UNH, in 
1980, and held in the 
summertime, is lnterhostel, 
which provides opportunity for 
older -Americans to participate 
ig travel-study programs and 
for Europeans from participa-
ting universities to visit UNH 
and New England. Interhostel, 
like many summer programs at 
UNH, is run by the Division of 
Continuing Education. 

















9:00 AM to 4:30 PM 
8:00 AM to 7:30 PM Snively service window open until 9:00 PM 
8:00 AM to 7:30 PM Snively service window open until 9:00 PM 
8:00 AM to 4:30 PM Snively servi~e window open until 5:30 PM 
Snively service window only 9:00 - 4:30 
CLOSED 
9:00 AM to 4:30 PM Snively service window open until 9:00 PM 
9:00 AM to 4:30 PM Snively service window open until 9:00 PM 
-9:00 A!"' to 4:30 PM Snively service window open until 9:00 PM 
9:00 AM to 4:30 PM Snively service window open until 9:00 PM 
SNIVELY CLOSED TO MOVE - HEWITT BOOKSTORE 
SERVICE WINDOW WILL 
BE OPEN 10:00AM to 4:30PM 
Hewitt service window open 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM 
CLOSED 
Hewitt Bookstore resumes normal hours. 
Store open 8:00 to 4:30 Monday - Friday 
Service window open 4:30 - 5:30 
SPECIAL THIS SEMESTER! · students traveled from the 
University of Metz, France, 
and stayed 11 days at UNH . 
. During their visit, they 
More used books than ever before and all at discount prices! 
attended lectures on French-
Canadian history, American 
1 economic policy, and English 
as a second language. 
Many campus visitors 
VISIT YOUR BOOKSTORE FIRST -FOR SAVINGS AND MORE 
Of.:J:HE-S0-0KS-ANG SERVICES¥Gl> EE~ .. ----·· 
For those who like itHOT, 
NICK'S 
Hits the spot!! 
~ . 
3 Bars & 2 Dance Floors Under· 1 Roof 
WITH NO COVER CHARGE 
Nick's Lounge 
Durham's Biggest Party Every Night of the Week 
Ladies Nite Every Wednesday 
·nappy Hour All Night Tuesday 
Plus Happy Hour 4-7 Daily 
The Paradise Lounge 
- . 
The Area's #1 Disco with the Area's #1 DeeJay 
Happy Hour 9-10 Thurs & Fri Night 
And the All New 
Scorpios H 
· Yes! The Tradition Lives On! 
It used to .be The Keg Room, then The Tavern, now it's the newest rock 
spot in town! 
Come dance to the D.J. rock sounds at our traditionally low prices 
Wed. through Sat. nights and the craziest happy hour in town 
Every Friday from 4-7 
·11 _ ·:- r ( ~ J \ • ', / / • I 1 1 • I • • I I I t 
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COMICS 
-BOARD-· 
( continued from page 3) 
HAM STREET SHUFFLE 
Hampshire and that he has 
written a letter to the editor on 
· the subject. 
By BfflON O'CONNER .. We're looking for eager 
people who want to learn. It's a 
'JA'/' Al.Rl6HT, 
t1AN, ITS ABOUT 
TlHE:YOU60T 
"Bf(JC INT~ ... 
HEY,D.T. I ITS 
600DTOSEE 
)t)U! 6or 1lE . 
HOUSE ALL 
Fl~ UP? ( 
. ) 
BLOOM COUNTY 
fNAY ~ ••• 1Hl511tl6 
Mir£ AND SMOOTH 




I SWEAR, Mot\, 
WCEN I F\tJP ll4AT 
'BJf, I'M 60NNA 
1R£AK HIS LESS.'! 7 . 
d fun atmosphere. The Meetings are short and informal,·~ said f Freedman. The MUB board has three 
main jobs, according to Jeff 
i · On ore, Director of MU 8/ Stu-
'·· dent Activities. It produces and · .\•\ _ J reviews the annual budg'et, 
0 
allocates spaces to organiza-
- z tions, and decides policy 
L regarding use of the building, 
S said Onore. 
O According to Onore, the 1 Board was formed five years 
"" ago when students complained 
ByBER~BR~~~HED 
they did not have enough say in 
decisions concerning the 
building. 
.------------
•• At one point there was a 
lawsuit (brought by students) 
against the MUB a<.lminbua-
tion for release of information" 
OOf! 
GI MY. 
1HIS 15 A ~ANT 
SIWATION. 
\ 
By JEFF MacNELLY 
Onore said. 
Onore, who works closely 
with the ,board as an ex-officio 
member, said that typically the 
board will work through a few 
main subcommittees for areas 
such as budget and space 
allocation. 
Freedman said students 
should apply for the posts 
regardless of their class 
standing and experience . 
.. The MU B is for students. 
It's the center point of the 
university. It's a good 
experience for anyone," said 
Freedman. 
· -RATS-
< continued from page 3) 
roN'T YOO 1UINK 
IT~TlME. VOUCUT 
1UE.GAA$? 
NoT 'r'ET. YOU UAVE TO 
WAIT UNTI~ 1UE. ~6'-tT 
TIME. -WMEN nlE GAA55 5101'$ GFONINc; ,~---~-.. 
SO FAST ... 
rat to the computer when it gets 
food or water," Baum said. 
The microprocessor will 
keep a record of the rats' 
comsumption . 
DOONESBURY 
By GARRY TRUDEAU 
5/R.? ARE I'M,. I'M 
Y{)(J ll':4~ GO!N6 FAST, 
j 5/R? HON&Y. I {)()N'T 
: KNOW !FI'M 
0 GO!N6 70 
3 













ACTIJAllY, SIR, NONS&NSt-. 
IA/AT!JR IS 71-1& 60T ANY 
Pf<Ef&l<RE{) ORIN!<. Pmz&l5 




.. When the new computer is 
operational," said Tim Otto 
one of Baum 's assistants, .. It 
will be going 24 hours a day, 
365 days a year. He's going to 
be busy, but he couldn't do it · 
without computer assistance." 
His final aim, in my 
interpretation, is to get an idea 
of behavior in all organisms to 
make the world a better place 
and have a smoother running 
sodety," Otto said. 
·FOOTBALL· 
( continued from page 28) 
depends on the defense. 
And a good measurement of 
the defense's capability can be 
taken tomorrow when UNH 
plays Holy Cross in Worcester. 
he Crusaders finished 6-5 last 
year, losing to Boston College 
28-24 in the last game of the 
season. 
But the UN H defense accepts 
the challenge. 
"It's a young group," said 
Wissman of the UNH defense, 
"but we're crazy and we're 
going to have a good time." 
But can it stop Holy Cross? 
Can it stop a team that 
averaged 23 points a game last 
yea r? 
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AROUND THE WORLD: sails 
Spring 1983 (January 26-May 6) 
Port F.vPrgladPA. Florida • Cadiz. Spain 
Piraeus, Greece • Alexandria, Egypt 
• Haifa, Israel • Bombay, India • Colombo, 
Sri Lanka • Manila, Philippines • Hong Kong 
•Keelung, Taiwan• Kobe, Yokahama J~pan 
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior 
full semester academic program and supporting field experiences. This one semester 
experience is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges and univer-
sities. 
More than 60 voyage related university courses. F.aculty drawn from the University of 
Pittsburgh and ot~er leading unjversjties, augmented by visiting area experts. 
Optional tours. including special tours into·the People's Republlc of China, available. 
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S. 




HEALTH / FITNESS CLUB 
• Most AdvANCEd ExERciSE SystEM AvAilAble 
• luNTURi CyclEs 
• AERobic/ JAzz/DANCE ClAssEs 
• ScANdiNAviAN STEAM BATl-t 
• 10 JET WkiRlpool 
• HEAhl-t BAR 
• NuTRiTioNAl CouNsdiNG 
• , NuRSERy/BAby SiniNG 
• MASSAGE CENTER 
• PRofEssioNAl STAff 
• . CLEAN, AiR·CoNdiTioNEd fAciliTiEs 
• fRiENdly, RElAxiNG ENviRONMENT 
Special UNH Student Membership 
School Year - s19500 
64 Epping Rd. 
Exeter, NH 
778-1818 
D'Allesan.dro, who favored 
reconstruction of the revenue 
base in the state as a method of 
solving the state's dry well. 
Some of the steps he 
proposed included reducing the 
7 percent room and meals tax 
and the 13.5 percent business 
profit tax which he said 
hindered the small business 
man in the state. 
"By reforming the tax base, 
we will derive more money," he 
( continued from page 1 r 
· said. "New Hampshire has 
begun to deny people an 
opportunity; that is why the 
change must be dramatic," he 
said. 
D'Allesandro stressed, 
however, that nothing can be 
done without the cooperation 
of the 400 member House of 
Representitives. 
Cornelius, representing Gov. 
Gallen, spoke similarly of the 
importance of communication 
with the House over the 
Don't loo'< liNe Ulis gorn1zaf 
. Halil l/OW tt.-st hcli.rw't a~ ~ N. ~ an._ 
Uppercut 
hQir-a,1.t. 
1'op this coupon. ~w•, off our 
cillraod~ low $it.dent 
A~S. 
complex issue.· .-
"The scope of the problem is 
hard to identify," he said. 
Cornelius said the first step 
in solving the revenue problem 
would be "to look at all taxes 
and see which one should be 
continued, which one should be 
changed. At that point we have 
to look at what sort of role local 
and state government should 
play," in such roles as property 
taxes. 
One means both D'Allesan-
dro and Cornelius both ruled 
out as a source of revenue was 
gambling. 
Scammon., speaking for 
Sununu, said the answer to 
solving the states revenue 
problem laid within the present 
system of r~sing money. 
"The admmistration · should 
be looking at public reform," 
he said. "We do not need a 
income or sales tax. There are 
t11uugl1 dled1'> where WC can 
save money and put it into 
other areas." 
Scammon said Sununu 
·would be studying the situation 
and looking into areas where 
money could be saved, such as 
cutting the cost per patient at 
the state hospital that now · 
s_tands at $40,000 a year. 
Bosse and Fletcher were the 
only candidates who proposed 
any real changes to raise state 
revenue. 
Bosse proposed a 5 percent 
increase in the room and meals 
tax. That money would then be 
ear-marked to promote the 
tourist trade in the state. It 
could also be used as an 
incentive to promote new 
business through loans, he said. 
"I don't favor New 
Hampshire going to a _sales or 
income tax if we don't have to 
and I don't think we have to. 
,------------------------... . We have to invest in~ long 
SHALOM 
Temple Israel in Dover is a 
conservatiYe synagogue ,vhich 
holds services each Friday 
evening. Students are always 
welcome. For more· information 
call: 
868-2205/ 7 42-8789/868-272·3 
cv-enings 
range plan," Bosse said. 
Fletcher used a few graphic 
displays including color 
pictures of an inmate who was 
beaten in the state prison, to 
promote his call for a 5 percent 
income tax. 
"The fiv~ percent income tax . 
would probably be 'the best 
thing for New Hamphsire," he 
sa_id, "because the majority of 
the people (in the state) are 
great takers. We are too 
dependent on the tourist and 
have to become more 
independent." 
"It is our blo_ody_2_~ligation 
LEADERS, page 22 
_CHILD CARE SERVICES 
The _Commuter/Transfer· Center 
ha,s on file a list of babysitters and 
area day care centers. If you are.in-
terested in babysitting, or · wish to 
take advantage of our child care ser-
vices, stop by Room 136 of the MUB. 
Call 862-3612 for more information. 
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· Wilderness Tra:ils -
10th Annual Camping Sale 
- September 7th - 18th · · 
,r;::~\ 
CLOTHING ) {__ I 
R . G .. - ·. ~~ am ear , / / \ ( 1 1/ T 
Columbia Sportswear Rain Jacket;· / ''t \'.' J . 
C_olumbia Spor~swear ¾ Parka : u9 i . \,~·,~ --
Sierra West Rambreaker , ( 1 \ 
Peter Storm ~ain Par~a \ "~~.:.;·· ~ -~ 1 · ~, 
. Gore-Tex Ram and Wmd Parkas ·,Jt~ \_ ,S; 
Wmdbreakers ~ io ' 
Patagonia Windshirt 
Columbia Sportswear l00% cotton pullover 
Short§ 
Over l00 pr. of hiking shorts remaining 
Parkas 
- Large selection of famous brands at g::___:_-- --- , 
PACKS ~ 
Kelty Tioga -19 ~ 
North face Back Magic FL-75 · 7°9 :;: 
Lowe Expedition ( old style) 
North Face Ruthsac ) ~~ -
North Face Guide Pack ;1 (/ , . · 
North Face Moraine "- · · ·7 
Kirtland Panniers and Handlebar Bags 
HIKING BOOTS 
Gore-Tex lightweight boots by Outwest 
Vasque and Fabiano· closeouts 
TENTS 
Diamond Brand Acorn 
Diamond Brand Free Spirit 2 
Diamond Brand Free Spirit 3 
Diamond Brand Free Spirit 4 
JanSport Yellowstone 
North Face VE-23 
North Face VE-24 
Sierra Designs Flashlight 
Sierra West Skylite 
SLEEPING BAGS 
North face Bigfoot reg. 
North Face Bigfoot lg. 
North face Cat's Paw 20° reg. · 




























































End of Summer . Camping Sale 
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00-5:30 - Sat 9:00-5:00 _- Closed Sunday 
Wilderness Trails 
Pettee Brook Lane 
Durham 
Tel. 868-5584 
Across from the Durham Trust Bank 
-LEADERS~ 
( continued from page 21) 
to take care of our kids. and our 
residents the best we can. One 
of these days some tragic 
accident may happen to you or 
your loved one and I would 
hope that you would want the 
best possible service." he said. 
Fletcher said the income tax 
would be based on earnings. 
and therefore would not affect 
the elderly or handicapped. 
A worker at the Seabrook 
Nuclear power plant. "'one of 
the better things that has 
happened to New Hampshire," 
said Fletcher, said he made 
$500 a week and demonstrated 
his will to pay the income tax 
by tearing a $100 bill in half. 
With the income tax . 
Fletcher said the state could 
finally give the necessary aid to 
the elderly and the education to 
the state's students. 
··we should be ashamed of 
ourselves. We are going to be a 
bunch of illeterates in this state. 
I et•~ 1.t::.rt giving a bit ." 
-KARIVAN-
( continued from page 3) 
$258,000 which is expected to 
be generated in revenue from 
the higher fares. 
UNH has also agreed to pay 
Timberlane a subsidy of 
around $67,000 (the estimated 
operating deficit for this year, 
said Bachich, and smaller 
subsidies the following two 
years}. 
William Puff er, supervisor 
for the Kari-Van service, said 
he was expecting a decrease in _ 
the sale of semester passes and 
an increase ticket in · sales 
because of the fare increase. 
But the different rate 
increases are not bothering 
everyone. 
· "Some people love it,'' said 
Chenard. ..They think it is 
great. We had people complain 
last year about it (the uniform . 
rate) being unfair. So you get 
both." 
-MASTER-
( continued from page 1) 
research work. 
--A review of services 
provided by Health Services, 
Career Planning, ·and · 
Counseling and Testing to 
••eliminate redundancies and 
nonessential services." 
--The size of the student 
body be decreased and 
opportunities for high-quality 
baccalaureate instruction for 
part-time students be 
increased. 
--Admissions criteria in 
terms of high school 
preparation be made more 
stringent. 
--Procedures to the 
University's accounting and 
budget control be improved. 
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CLASSIFIED-· 
_•_.:r-t:-___,. lf§JI _ Pen_onal•_____,I~ 
For Sale: Matching colonial sleeper sofa 
and chair. Excellent condition. Asking 
$125.00 Also five foot couch, orange and 
. gold. Good shape. $45.00. Call Paul 868-
9830 leave a message if not home. 
1 
For Sale: 3 full size refrigerators; 2 1 
working, 1 needs repair but otherwise in 
good shape. Asking S25 each for the 
working and $10 for the non-working .. 
Also 1 9'x6' oval green braided rug for 
$15, and 1 grey wall-to-wall 8'x12' 
(approx) carpet . for S 10. Both in good 
shape. Call Bob or Bob at 2-3739 or 2-
1786. All reasonable offers considered. 
1 Roomate wanted:To share a bedroom 
w/another male.Your share of rent 
S 150/month, plus electricity, phone and 
cable. In Durham behind SAE. Call Larry 
or Rene 868-2644. 
FrP~hmen Camoers:lots of iunk at I 
the Freshman Camp office. Look tor Office 
. hours posted on door of room 135 of the 
MUB. 
1975 Honda Civic Hatchback. New Front 
End, Brakes. Fenders, Michelin Tires. 
Honda Recall Program. 73000 Miles. 
$1,995 or best offer. Please call evenings: 
868-7404. 
1967 PONTIAC. 4-door. Only 49,500 
miles. Good running condition. Inspected. 
$600 incl. snows. 868-2723 eves. 
~SUAL ENHANCEMENT FOR YOU~ • 
ROOM. Dimond Library offers a wide 
variety of colorful framed pictures for a 
mere $3/ semester each . Available to 
undergraduates from September 7th on. 
1979 Mustang - 4cyl. Automatic power 
steering & brakes.Jensen AM FM 
cassette, Sunroof, new radial tire 
excellent condition . Asking $3795.742-
6994. 
CHEAP CARPETS, RUGS, BUNK BEDS & 
other miscellaneous items perfect for 
dorr:n room or new apartment. Call 749-
455:r. ~ 
TYPING- Professional · looking job with 
IBM selectric - term papers, resumes, 
cover letters, reports. Prompt service 
reasonable rates. call 749-4553. ' 
STOLEN: Peugot racing bike, light green. 
Abducted from outs ide of Devine Hall 
be.tween 9 /8 ancl 9/9. REWARD 
OFFERED with NO QUESTIONS ASKED. 
Please direct any info to Mark Breen at the 
Sigma Nu House. 
EUGRAY CAT FOUND - Call 742-3309 
ask for Laurie or leave name & Tel. #. 
Housing 
Room For Rent : Large room in Dover 
home available. House privileges, $150 
per mo. , paid a semester in advance. 742-
5604 any time. 
Lee Mini Farm - 6 room gambrel style 
ranch on app. 50 acres. Long frontage on 
paved road. 3 stall barn. Partially 
completed horse track. Artesian well. 
Porch with view of fields. Oyster River 
School district. $64,900. Eagle Realty-
742-0669. 
Smith Corona, manual return, electric 
typewriter, $50; full-size, 4-poster, 
canopy, bedframe, Oak f inish, $140; 
1971, VW 4112, 55,000 original miles, 
excellent condition, $1200. 2-1089, 659-
2016, Judith. 
JONES & JONES! Wherer are you? 
Smythe. 
Hey Blyth! How's life? Emily ... 
-H-elp w_anted_l[II] 
How would you like to get involved? The 
Student Senate needs one female to 
serve on the Distinguished Teaching 
Awards Committee. You must be a junior. 
Leave your name and number at room 
130 in the MUB. 
You get paid for working production at The 
New Hampshire ... and valuable 
experience too! Ask about it; see Dennis 
or Linda in Room 151 in the MUB. 
Part time employee wanted to put up 
posters on campus now and during 1982-
83. 2-10 hours/ month, $4.50/ hr. Send 
name, address, phone#, class yr., etc. to 
Mr. Fenton, 152 Temple St., #701, New 
Haven, CT 06510 
We are currently interviewing students 
for positions as campus representatives 
for our Shaklee Nutritrion Line. Our 
products are outstanding- income 
potential is excellent. Call Mr. Rohr for an 
appointment. 778-1818. Nutritional 
background helpful, but not required, We 
will train the right people. 
Work study position available in the 
International office. Call 862-2030 any 
morning. 
Attention freshman camp groupies! 
Thanks for the best year yet. Group # 14 
good luck in the coming semester. You're 
going to get all A's I can tell. Don't forget 
Fri. at Tin Palace -9:00. Third years -I Love 
You. Love to all Karen 
To the members of coop n-9. Welcome 
back. Heres to the best semester yet. 
Party on Sept. 11. Love, K 
DO YOU LIKE TO EAT? Then come to Inter 
Varsity Christian Fellowship's barbeque 
Fri. Sept. 10 at 4:00 pm. It will be held in 
the parking lot outside of Christensen 
Hall We'll play scow games,-sing and just 
laugh! FRESHMEN ARE ESPECIALLY 
WELCOME! See you there!! 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is looking for 
writers; stop by Room 151 in the MUB or 
come to the.meeting for old and new staff 
~1snesday in the MUB's Senate Room at 
BAREFOOTERS, SERIOUS WATER 
SKIERS, or anyone with fast (40 & MPH) 
boat, lets go skiing before it gets too cold. 
I'll teach & pay. I need a fix. Call Billy at 
868-1222. 
NHOCers: Opening meeting - Tuesday, 
Sept. 14 at 7:00 p.m. Granite State Room 
MUB. Find out why outsiders are in th~ 
N e-w Hampshire Outing CI u b ! 
Boy, do I miss Ed!!II And Tom Duke tool!! 
ROBIN WALSH IS NOW 22 YEARS OLDII 
Happy Birthday chickie, I'm right behind 
you. Love Lisa 
Buy your books at the lowest prices -
come to the Mortar Board used book sale. 
Fri. 9/8, Mon.9/12, Tues.9/13, 12p.m.-
7p.m. Carroll-Belknap Room, MUB. 
To all the clowns working in MUB Rm 
108. Here it is - the first issue already. 
(What ARE we doing here??) Looking 
forward to a great year ... Are you psyched 
to go nuts Jim? (Yeah) 
Jim already is nuts. 
NHOC'ers: Ooenina meetina - Tuesday, 
Sept . 14 at 7:00 p.m. Granite State 
Hoom, MUB. Find out why outsiders are in 
the New Hampshire Outing Club. 
These are neat! How do you get personals 
in The New Hampshire? 
You buy them in Room 108 of the MUB; 
they only cost $1 . Ask the friendly ads 
people all about them. 
(And if you WORK for The New 
Hampshirf;¼, you get one personal a week 
free!) 
LISA CAG- Here's io our apartment - a 
new year - and a lot.of new beginnings. 
Thanks for being there. Love, Al 
K.J. - It was fun to be roomates for a few 
days! Thanks for all of your help - you've 
been a good friend. With your 
"coaching",it will be a fun year. Thanks 
again Karen. Love Al 
Tues., I'm so confused. Love, Mon. 
CHEAP OCEANOGRAPHY BOOK!!!-the 
3rd edition bor' ·,r Oceanography - the 
one that co~ 0v0. 1 in the bookstore. I have 
it and will <::i , for $10. ($5 if you argue 
well.) Call Greg at 2-1124. 
And I bet CJA thought she'd never get 
ANY more Personals. What a shame. 
And I bet Sheila Cusack thought we 'd 
forget to mention the fact that she just 
turned twenty last night!!! Congrats, 
Sheila ... hope you had a great birthday!! 
NHOC'ers: Opening meeting - Tuesday, 
Sept. 14 at 7:00 p.m. Granite State Room, 
MUB. Find out why outsiders are in the 
New Hampshire Outing Club! 
Want a course in perversion? Check out 
the LDC. They have the education you 
want! 
Catherine, Put that silly smile on your face 
and get ready for a fun-filled semester. 
We're all going to make it with flying 
colors. Don't forget, if you ever need 
anything ... Love Al 
Need the Ocearv qraphy book? It's yours 
for just $1 O; ? -:,..,,0 :, a $20 value . The 3rd 
edition, un· e:,O 4d, and actually, unused. 
Call Greg at ..c-1124. 
Sweety, I love you . Jack. 
YEA CREW!! Thanks for making Frosh 
Camp 82 the best. 82, you are the perfect 
mix! Counselors, you were terrific! and 
Exec Staff, you guys were the absolute 
balls. Here's to the banquet and the 
reunion. Love ya all, A Spirited Leader! 
LCHLW ... what to say, except that you 're 
going to be my sustaining factor this year 
and in the more distant future. What to 
say,_ except that when the throngs return 
and infiltrate, I realize all the more how 
reassuring it is to know you're there ... to 
join with and escape. What to say, except 
welcome back, even though you've been 
here all along. What to say, except I Love 
You. SCDATN 
The best way to 
say anything at 
UNH. • • • 
Personals and other Classified 
· Ads cost $1 in Room 108 of the 
MUB. Office open-weekdays 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. 
It 
1 
Hasseches said the new 
policy will · make it harder to 
meet people as the d9ors will be 
closed in rooms where people 
are drinking ... It's bad to say 
the only way to meet people is 
through drinking, but last year 
by this time I knew all of the 
freshmen through small 
parties: N_ow I ~ardly know any 
Work Study 






'"Our R.A. 's not cracking 
down," said one · 19-year old 
male .· student, who wished to 
remain anonymous. '"They're 
not going to enforce it. They're 
students too and they don't 
want to be cops." 
But other students were 
more positive. "I think the new 
rules are good because the rules 
were inconsistent before," said 
Lynne Basso, a 20-year old 
resident of Scott Hall. .. I think 
there will be more respect in the 
. dorms. Any other place you 
can't drink, so why in the 
dorms'?" 
"The issue is behavior 
associated with alcohol," Brent 
Braveman, a 20-year old R.A. 
. from Randall said ... I think the 
new policy will cut down 
on inappropriate behavio,: 
associated with alcohol 
. . 
Welcome to UNH! 
B~ing your professor a Big-Chipper. and your 
friends a bag of Little Chippers. Celebrate 
orientation with a special Welcome to UNH 
Supe_r Cookie! Remember. our ~ 
cookies are Number. One and ~ - . 
we want to he! b N b 1111·. p yo~ e um er (:OOK II. 
O~e. to?!. P_lus. with our new Q J \H 
Zone Pncmg you can mail any-








Sexuality Birth Control Information 
Nutrition Alcohol / Drug Education 
Self Care Stress Management 
Promoting Healthy Lifestyles 
l111'ormalio11 ·· llc·al!h Work~hop~ - Con~uhalion~ 
Hc•:-.our,·c• Lihrar~ - Pt•c·r .Ecl11c·alio11 · 
lnlc'rn~hip ancl Work ~!ml~ Opporlunilic·~ 
STUDENTS---------
< continued from page I ) 
consumption." 
Commenting on the 
possibility of friction between 
R.A.'s and students, Braveman 
said .. I hope · they understand 
.that I'm not the person who can 
change things and don't take it 
out on me." 
"This alcohol ·situation at 
UN H had to change," Greg 
Kretschmar, a 20-year old R.A. 
at Stoke said. "It's always hard 
to start change but it has to 
start somewhere. It's hard to 
do, but it's a job and it had to be 
a total effort or it won't work." 
R.A. 's expressed concern 
that because of the new policy it 
would be harder to create 
friendships with their other 
students of the floor. .. My job is 
to create a community feeling," 
Kretschmar said. "Some R.A. 's 
see the enforcement rote as 
being the dominant role now. 
---= Now we'll have to work extra 
hard on the community part." 
"Nobody wants to be a cop 
and believe · me, nobody 
wants to come ott as the 
heavy," he said. . 
"The R.A. 's are in a tough 
position as they are the front 
line," Director of' Residential 
Life Carol Bischoff said ... For 
the most part I've found them 
to be very supportive. Now it's 
clear what is expected of them." 
"I will enforce the policy 
because it's my job,but it's sad 
to say the atmosphere will be 
much less relaxed than last 
year, at least until people adjust 
to the changes," said an R.A. 
who wished to remain 
anonymous. 
"Last year, if I'd been an 
R.A. and saw someone 
drinking in his room I wouldn't 
have written him up. Now I 
· will, which will mean no matter 
how hard I try, people will 
perceive me as being more an 
authority figure and less a 
friend. There will be a lot more 
closed doors," the R.A. said. 
.. Alcohol parties can be a 
great way to meet people, but 
the side effects are inevitable 
and unaccceptable. I wish we 
· could have one and not _ the 
other but that's impossible," he · 
said. 
---RULES 
( continued fro~ page 1) 
formal warning which will go 
to the Hall Director, Area 
Coordinator and the Dean of 
Students Office. A third · 
offense will result in the 
violator going to either the 
Judiciary Board or a Hearing 
Officer. 
"I believe that. alcohol has 
been a major source ot 
disruption and inappropriate 
behavior in the halls, either 
directly or indirectly," Bischoff 
said. 'Tm hoping students will 
use their best judgement in 
drinking and that the new 
guidelines will make the dorms 
a more positive community." 
Not only have new rules been 
passed . in the dorms, a new 
alcohol open container 
ordinance was passed August 
9, 1982 by the Durham Board 
of Selectmen on recomenda-
tion from a town-university 
joint committee. 
It is now illegal to consume 
or possess ,an open can, bottle 
or container of alcohol in any 
public place, vehicle, or 
dormitory hall. Any person 
caught violating the ordinance 
will be punished by a fine not 
exceeding $ ! 00. 
"The goal was to make an 
enforceable ordinance, " Alan 
Edmond, administrative 
assistant to the Board of 
Selectmen said. 
"In the past a person had to 
be observed drinking. Now, if 
-the open container is in the 
person's possession, whether he 
Is ooservect ctnnkmg or not he 
will be violating the law," 
Edmond said. 
According to Edmond, the 
law was passed partly in 
response to students drinking 
downtown but pertains to 
anybody downtown. "I think 
it's a better way of enforcing the 
law," he said. 
So far, UNH police have 
issued approximately -a dozen 
warnings to persons violating 
the new law according to a 
UNH spokesperson. 
The Durham police have 
arrested two people-both of 
them UNH students-for 
possession of alcohol, have 
issued two summons to two 
non-student's and approximat-
ely 25 warnings for violation of 
the open container law, 
according to Lt. Dona Id 
Vittum of the Durham police. 
"The warnings had been given 
because of the officer's 
CU'RHAM BIKE 00 
discretion," Vittum said. 
"From now on there is a 




Ultimate Touring Bike 
set up to your specifications 
Computer frame fitting & custom gearing 
Roleto & Edsbyn road skis 
Bicycles : Trek, Fuji, Windsor, Lotus 
Avocet, Bell, Cannondale 
Mon-Fri 9-5 
Sat 9-3 





· reg. sale 
Jenkins Court 
Durham, N_.H . 03824 
Get with it! 
The New Hampshire 
Our Own Fresh Fruit 
-· 
· - Plurns, Peaches, 
(~t 
:_~i/, -~ --
,~ ears, Apples. 
· ... ,- ~ 
~Pick your own apples- ~ 
-- ~ -
Only 2 miles from Downtown Durham 
ry Road-Just past Route 4 
Look for sign 
ROSE LAWN FARM 
8:00-5:30 Tues.-Sunday 
. 749-3323 
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EIGHT WEEKS of gymnastics 
instruction ... on apparatus and free exerci.,;,· 
• Classes held on Field House Gymnastic,; 
Balcony and in Gym • 
for all area children 
in Grades 1-12 
Sunday Afternoons -
Oct. 3-Nov. 21 
Grud,-s I & 2- 1:00-:t:OO l'M 
Grutlrs :, 8: ,l - 2:00-:J:00 l'M 
Cfmcl,-s .5 I<.· lip :l:IKJ-4:00 l'M 





. HOW TO SIGN UP: 
,u1u.r.._ 
Su youR dORM RECREATIONAi spoRTS MANAGER OR sic;N up 
iN ROOM n 1 of Tl,E Fidd HousE. 
ROSTERS DuE: MONdAy, Sqn. n-rlt 
htt1 "'fCHII ... t,tA ... .\tMtll, ,ootr.uT Titt Dtr,ARTlllff"' of Rua1.uic11N Sp.Mtt<r,. 








~1 -C k 1 'l'-4 \1uncl.,\ ,111cl \\1,l1M-..t.l,1~ 
••' 111:~•,,i~.'.'; .. u., ,hh• II! """ ••"!!''""11011. ,,. 
'-1H01l lu1 full-1m11•11ud1'T•t1rt1h1,1IP ' 
,tm l, •111, ,11111 Ht., l',1, .. h11kh•1, ,111tl 
'l.'."'100lu1 ,11\utlw1, 
Registration: Sept. 8-17 
In Hoom 151 . fi~ld Houw 
Course Dates: ~p1. 2u -
Ckt. 29-~,ion I 
i••l 1111,1,· 111t,,1n1,1l111111 • •1U ,t1 T IIM" 
:::~::::';·~:t ,·:~-1:!-;-,::;·11: 11~;::t:~;~ .. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER TEAM 
The Worr.en' s Soccer Team sponsored by the UNH Department of Recrea-
tional Sports should have their best season ever. Last year they 
ual ified for the New England Women's Intercollegiate Soccer Association 
Division Il Playoffs which were held at Springfield College. 
The tea:n did not lose any players to graduation and under t-he 
leadership of new coac h, Tim Quint, promise an exciting season. Come 
an out_ and support this great UNH team. The home game schedule is as 
fol lows: 
Tuesday, September 28 Home vs. Keene 3: 30 p.m. 
Friday, October 1 Home vs. BC 3:30 p.m. 
Fri day, October 8 Home vs . Bowdoin 3:00 p.m, 
Saturday, October 16 Home vs. U .Conn. 1 :00 p.m. 










'.Hf [LI li\ lLl1Y :-'JLfS F'.!R 




"~"":Ul.,rirv . 1M h .. t\,11 .. um,•11·-.1.,.1, 
:::~~,;:,~~f':~':~~:;~~:.f 
~ .. :uiu;;;;.::~1';:;;,·~::;,,~~:.:•~1 
Mldp•,1,rl111loy, ........ -Ghrvll:f 
HudvKulktioq .. ill""twtcl ... ..,...,,11 .. 1 
II hiut~"l'"lil,at.-lwk1.,..fnll,,..,._., ~-•--lo' .. .,....,"' '4onda ... &\,\l,pdnnday 7 :30pn, 
T-.d•y & Thun.d.ay 6 ;30 pm 
TUflday & Thun.day 7 30 I• m 
RUSH HOUR 
AEROBICS 
Unwind from thr p,ruurn o/ ,,-. duy 
brfr,re },Oil go hmne Four s«1inns ..,;u tw 
offfledasfnUows: 
Mon .•Wed. 5:15 p.m. & 6:30 p.m 
Tun.•Thu.n. 5:15 p.m. & 6:30 p.m. 
Tiw fa p,ay•~ upon registradon K 
$18.00 fOf • ful-tirM u~le 





and donor. Thil. program will M hdd on 
Mondav. Wed~v and Friday from 
12:00-1:00 p.m. ~fee.payable 
upon Nglltratlon. h $27 .00 for full· 
dnM!underwrNU•te•bldind••nd 
Rec. Pau holden or 136.00 for •II 
otheH. 
Registration: Sept. s-11 
In Room 151. Field House 
• Panicipanb ,~t:'d in an iftdk,duaJ · 
• wssior\rnayandld~~tur~ • 
••• ~~~~~1-~1 ~'.'?~r~-c~~~-.. · 
''" mon•, .. t,of11MIIIOIO 1,o111,.- 11h. lh-,1,n1n ... ,1 
uf M"'1ra111M1,,I ">t~•n~ K• l' "'-1 t:,t t .-wt lluu-""· 
14b2·2fl31 
"FRfDA Y NIGHT 
FEVER" i:'i r~\ri~ ~o t~ill~1 :~~~ , q;~~' \~~ J~.;;~i~~fn,1.~\\ ~:1~L ~o~--~\:~:•,·~~~::·~\: 1 .• \ ••·• 
Registration: "•111 '( •Ii" 
111 Hu,>111 l:il I wkl 111111,, · 
Course Dates: "'·111 10-
Ck1 2',1 · ""1..,,1011 I 
* Check your new Sports Calendar for 
· Co-Rec eligibility rules. 
Rosters due Sept. 13 
HOW TO SIGN UP: 
~c vour dorm recreational spon, manager or sign 
up in Room 151 of the Field Hou,e. 
on the sa.rt12 t e.lr.1 r 0 J,:.in.Ilcs~ of liv1n i .mil . ·:~nu· ... 1 tJ1i-..; ...:: 1;·,·:..."" \,• · .: 
rcs rX)nclin CJ to stu,1- -- nL d.:~;it\.: t o J,,,_, ;~:-n:ll.t L"\.1 t '-> :iH~• t t..·.Ym 0!l .i :· · ·..: ... ·: .-
~~! p!>~~~-~'"U also to in ~l_jr.1 t..0 co:-rn1t-0 1· .. m~! o .1-...:x;1-..1s :.; L 11. .... :1t:. ,.-:.it~.t:, 
r • 




UN H track .and cross country coach Jo.hn Copeland, a two 
time New England Coach-of-the-Year, resigned last week to 
accept track and cross country duties at the University of 
Rhode Island. 
Jim I;Joulanger, head coach at Oyster River High School 
and assistant under Copeland for six years at UNH, will be 
the acting head coach for the 1982-83 cross country and track 
teams. Boulanger, a native of 0over, is also a 1975 graduate 
of UNH. 
Andrew Mooradian, men·s athletic director at UNH. said 
crQ.'iS country and track coaching jobs will be advertised in 
April and May,_ . 
C~peland ~as coached at UN H for the pas~ nine years. 
Dunng that time Copeland has had only one Iosmg season in 
the past 15 competitive seasons. 
Copeland replaces Bill Falk at UR I. Falk. who has become 
nationally known for his pole vault expertise in recent vears. 
resigned to devote more time to his business. ~, 
Hall of Fame 
The IOO <_:lub Hall' of Fame wilLinduct .I 9 outstanding 
sp?rts alumms from U~H _next Friday evening. A variety of 
~tldcat coaches, a~hlet1c director and players will be honored 
m the club's first induction ceremony. 
Football great Bill Burnham, hockey star Gordie Clark and 
basketball and track standout Jeff Bannister will be among 
the most recent UN H graduates to be inducted. 
Athletic directors William '"Butch" Cowell and Carl 
Lundholm will be honored along with track coach Paul Sweet 
and ski coach Ed Blood.· ., 
Others scheduled to be inducted are pole vaulter Boo 
Morcum, Dutch Connor and Dutch Knox. The only two 
four-sport athletes at UNH, Cy Wentworth and Robert 
P~rry, wi_ll also be honored. Three sport athlete Fred Walker 
~Ill . be,, mduc_ted ~long with S-armen Ragonese, Harold 
Smiles L~av1tt, Billy Pappas, 8111 Brackett, Brian Poole and 
Ernest Christensen. 
The MUB Board of Governors 
is accepting applications for: 
I Graduate Student Rep 
2 Resident Reps 
2 SAF-Organization Reps 
I N on-SAF Organization Rep 
I Thompson School Rep I Commuter Rep 
Agenda items for the year include: The MU B's 25th An~iversary party., MUB budgeC 
• • , 1,)n rt , 
Space allocat1on., and much more. 
Applit•ation~ ar<· availahl~ in Room :-J20 and mu~t he returned b~· Monda~· .. Sept. __ 20th. in th<" .BOG mailbox .. Room :122 . 
. HOT DAMN! 
IT.'S HOEDOWN TIME 
TONIGHT in the MUB PUB, Friday, Sept.10, 1982 
. MUSO presents 
RUBBER RODEO 
With the Latest in 
COUNTRY NEW WAVE 
18 year olds welcome 
- - ' 





Picked first in this years Coaches Poll, 
Massachusetts is the logical choice to again finish 
atop the conference. And it's going to do it 
offensively. 
The Minutemen should exceed their 19-points-a:. 
game average of last year as they look to improve 
upon a 6-3 record (4-1 Yankee Conference). Three 
starters return to the offensive line that averages 
249 pounds while Dean Pecevich comes back at 
quarterback. 
· As he was a year ago, All-American Garry 
Pearson will be the main offensive threat. Pearson 
rushed for l026 yards last year, averaging five yards 
a carry and scoring six touchdowns. 
Massachusetts may have two barriers to 
overcome before it can claim ownership of the 
.,. Beanpot, however, one being a you_ngdefensive line 
and the other being over-confidence. · 
"We do say we've got to win the Yankee 
Conference," said head coach Bob Pickett, "but 
we'v<: got tQ look_ ahead to only th~ next week: ~e 




The Rams surprised everyone last year in tieing 
Massachusetts for the first-place birth. But even 
with 34 returning lettermen, Rhode Island will have 
to continue revelling in their accomplishments of 
yesteryears. · 
This year the Rams won't be taken lightly, much 
to their bad luck. 
"Yes, they'll ( other teams) be pointing at us," said 
coach Bob Griffin, "but they'll be pointing at each 
other as well." 
Dave Grimsich will be an impo_rtant factor for 
the Rams. If they wish to continue earning publicity 
as winners, Grimsich must produce as he did last 
year when he passed for 1141 yards and nine 
touchdowns. 
-
-with just two Yankee Conference teams having 
played a game already, the league remains a-· 
mystery. And up until the final weekend of play on 
Nov. I, the mystery will most likely remain 
unsolved~ 
UNH and Maine both demonstrated their · 
offensive capabilities in defeating James Madison 
28-6 and Howard 38-15 respectively last weekend. 
But the rest of the YC teams won't be seen until they 
begin their seasons tomorrow (Boston University 
starts Sept. 18). 
Even after the 1982 season is fully underway, 
11,owever, nothing is predictable in this league. 
Rhode Island illustrated this last year when it 
disproved a fifth-place Coaches Poll rating to share 
the conference title with Massachusetts: 
But what is sure are the strengths and weaknesses 
of each team, and based on such facts, here are this 






This pick may be more optimistic than realistic. 
The facts are obvious, Steve Doig is gone, leaving 
many questioning whether the defense can function 
without him. My guess is they can, especially with 
names like Arnold Garrori, Brian Mikolajczyk, 
Mike Dubois and Eric Elofson still appearing on 
th.e defensive lineup. 
"I think they (defense players) all know each of 
them has to do a little more because of that (Doig 
leaving)," saiq coach Bill Bowes. 
The Wildcat defense held James Madison to just 
six. points, last Saturday, but -Bowes called the 
Dukes' offense "not a good test." 
Offensively, UNH is loaded with a front line 
averaging 245 pounds. The return of kicker Rusty 
Foster who missed much of last year due to a hand 
injury will fu_rther strengthen a unit that has both a 
strong running and passing attack. Foster kicked a 
48-yard field goal against James Madison. 
-~,, ~ .- -






Norma))y an offensive power under the direction 
of quarterback Ken Sweitzer, the AP and UPI All-
New England First Team quarterback, the Huskies 
will have to start anew. 
Sweitzer was the reason Connecticut averaged 26 
points a game in '82. But even with his absence, . 
coach Walt Nadzak finds reason for optimism. · 
. "I think they ( offense) felt that there was a lot of 
pressure on them to score everytime out with 
Sweitzer," said Nadzak. '"There was so much 
pressure on them to be great with Sweitzer, our kids 
almost played tentatively." . 
Rob Rivella will have the . job this year of 
replacing Sweitzer and attempting to better last 
years 4-7 mark. Trivella passed for a 91-yard 





This pick should stand providing All-American 
tailback Gregg Drew stands during the season. 
Drew insurred a twisted ankle upon returning to the 
BU sideline after the coin toss ,against Southern 
Connecticut last Friday. Caught in the 
, pandemonium of the players, Drew sprained his 
ankle "pretty bad," according to coach Rick 
Ta~lor. · 
"Believe it or not," said Taylor, "we practiced the 
coin toss so it doesn't happen again. We did it more 
· as a joke on Gregg." 
The s~ccess of BU's '82 team will also hinge on 
the quarterback position. To this date, Taylor . 
hasn't decided between senior Alan Arison and 
junior Jim English. English lead the teamJast year 
to a 6-5 record (3-2 conference), completing 34 of 
100 passes for 569. 
6 
·- MAINE~--_ 
On the bottom of the heap again is Maine. With a 
record of 3-7-1 last year, many believe this position 
is their home, including this reporter. 
. . ' . . -
But. the Blac_k B~ars could pull some surprises 
offensively. This wdl be the second year of coach 
Ron Rogerson 's Wing-T offense; some of the bugs 
will have been worked out . 
Rqokie ·of the year quarte,rlJack Rich LaBonte 
returns as does halfback Lorenzo Bouier who 
rushed for 432 yards last year. LaBonte lead the 
Black ,Bears to a 26-16 upset over UNH i;n '81. 
Without a defense, however, Maine will have a 
tough '82. · 
Rogerson was not· ·available for co,mment. · 
,_ Sportswriters meeting 
PRACTICE TI~E - ~ield hockey ~oach Jean Rill_ing will bring her Lady Wildcats to Boston · 
Saturday for their openmg game agamst Boston Umversity.(Tim Skeer photo) 
Monday at 1~;30 
in room 151 of the MUB 
New writers - me 
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Sports 
Last year's losses have 'Cats on the defensive 
By Steve Damish 
In the words of football 
coach Bill Bowes, last years 
defense was comprised of 
••steve Doig and ten other 
guys." 
When asked if this years 
defensive unit could function 
without Doig, Bowes said, ··1 
hope." 
Lost to graduation - and to 
the Detroit Lions as a third-
round draft choice -- Doig was 
the focal poin~ of lJ NH ·s 
defense a year ago . In his 
absence, whether or not the 
Wildcats can stop other teams 
is this years unanswered 
question. 
The public is critical. The 
current defense is optimistic. 
•·1 think we're more of a unit 
this year," said defensive tackle 
Eric Elofson. ·•we have no 
standouts so we have to work 
together. I think we do." 
·•1 think a young defense is 
even better," said Da ve 
Wissman, a defensive back. 
With Doig at linebacker last 
year, . opponents scored an 
average of 18 points a game 
against UNH. He made 89 
individual tackles while 
assisting on I 06 others. 
His loss will be felt. 
Last week, however. the new 
defense had its first test against 
James Madison and passed 
admirably. 
line. 
But many facts may be 
misleading. 
••1 don't feel we were really 
tested defensively," said Bowes. 
··1 think they (James Madison) 
got away from their game 
plan." 
"It's always a test the first 
game," said Elofson, ••But they 
weren't as good as we thought 
they would be." 
On the same note, the Duke 
offense was able to hold the ball 
for just 24: 18 during the game. 
UN H's offense held ,onto the 
ball for a total of 35:42. 
··we're going to have to hold 
onto the ball," said 
quarterback Chris Collins. 
Bowes agrees. Because UN H 
was able to retain possession of 
the ball for more than nine 
mintues in three quarters 
against the Dukes and for seven 
in the third quarter, the defense 
was able to stay fresh. 
Fourteen lettermen return 
on defense while just four 
starters - - Brian Clark, Mike 
Dubois, Elofson and Ron 
MacDonald - are back. 
"I think they all know each of 
them has to do a little more 
(because of Doig leaving)," said 
Bowes. ••1 think they have 
improved." 
Offensively, nine starters ( 17 
lettermen) return for UNH 
helping to form a strong unit. · 
are Curt Collins, Mark Nichols 
and Jim Quinn. Nichols and 
Collins led UN Hin rushing last 
season with 484 and 430 yards 
respectively. 
With receivers Paul 
Gorham, Pe.te O'Donnell and 
Bill Peach b·ack, UNH's 
passing attack will by no means 
be secondary to the running 
game. 
"I have got confidence that 
we can throw the ball." said 
Bowes. ··We've got decent 
receivers and I think Chris 
( Collins) can throw the ball. 
But it depends on the team 
we're playing." 
Kicker Rusty Foster returns 
this year after missing much of 
last season due to a hand 
injury. Foster kicked two field 
goals against James Madison 
including a 48 yarder. 
··He is such a key to this 
team," said McCann, ••without 
a doubt, he's the major factor." 
But even with Foster in the 
lineup and even with the 
Wildcat offense netti:1g 357 
total yards against James 
Madison, the team's success 
FOOTBALL, pa~e 20 
The Dukes scored just six 
points against · the Wildcats 
who halted James Madison 
twice on the UNH three-yard 
Center Tom McCann and 
tackle Ken Kaplan head an 
offensive line that averages 245 
pounds. Running behind them 
READY, SET, GO - The lJNH Wildcats will be facing the Crusaders from Holy Cross at · 
Worcester tomorrow afternoon. UNH opened the season last week with a 28-6 win over James 
Madison. (Tim Skeer photo) 
Lady Wildcats hank on defense in B.U. debut 
By Richard Bateman has nine returning lettermen. 
UN H field hockey coach ••our defense will be strong 
Jean Rilling is optomistic that as •it usually is," said Rilling, 
her · young squad will equal or who is in her 16th season as 
improve upon last year's record head field hockey coach at 
of 9-4-l. And the Lady UNH. ••other teams will have 
Wildcats will be working trouble scoring against us," she 
toward that goal tomorrow · said. 
when they open up the 1982 HoweYer, Rilling expects her 
season at Boston University. squad may ~ave its' share_ of 
••we're very young, but we problems m _the sconng 
have speed and aggressiveness," department durmg the early 
said Rilling, who despite pa.:t of the season. 
fieldin_g nine freshmen and four V:1e . n:1~Y have troub~e 
sophomores on this year's team scormg mitially, but that will 
moan1n1 LlnE 
House Steve Larry Greg 
Line Damish McGrath Flemming 
(0-0)_ ((?-0) (q:0) . 
UNH at UNH 
Holy Cross by 3 UNH UNH .UNH 
Maine at Lehigh. 
Lehigh by 9 Lehigh Lehigh Lehigh 
URI at URI 
Lafayette by 6 Lafayette Lafayette . URI 
UConn at UConn 
Colgate by 10 UConn G.olgate UConn 
Westchester at I UMa·ss 
.UMass I by 7 UMass Ul\1a_ss UMass 
USC at USC 
Florida I by 3 use l:JSC ·use 
come with time," Rilling said. 
Generally, Rilling said she is 
:•,optimistic as usual," and is . _ 
excited about the' outcome of 
pre-season camp. 
••we had a very good pre-
season camp this year," she· 
said. ••our girls are in very good 
shape. At the end of the halves, 
when the other teams begin to 
tire, I'm hoping our superior 
conditioning will help us pull 
the games out," Rilling said. 
At the core of UNH's tough 
defensive core is senior tri-
Todd Old Leigh 
Balf Grad Montville 
(0-0) (0-0) (0:0) 
UNH Holy Cross Holy·-Cross 
Lehigh Lehigh Lehigh 
URI Lafayette URI . 
Colgate Colgate UConn 
UMass UMass ' UMass 
USC USC Florida 
Editor's Note: Morning Line is the annual fall contest pitting The New Hampshire staff 
members and our weekly guest against the Old Grad. Every time the Old Grad goes down to 
defeat, he digs into his pocket for $50 payable to the I 00 Club. This weeks guest is Leigh 
Montville, sports columnist for The Boston Globe. 
captain Shelly Lively. Rilling 
said Lively will be relied on 
heavily as the team's sweeper as 
will senior Cathy Sauchuk. 
Sauchuk was forced to sit 
o·ut the entire 1981 season due 
to a knee injury but this season 
is expected to help anchor the 
defensive corps. 
Junior Robin Balducci is the 
only goalkeeper on UNH's 
roster, but according to Rilling, 
is a tested veteran. 
••she will be tough to score 
on," said Rilling. ··she's an 
excellent goalkeeper." 
Of the 14 games she played in 
goal last season, Balducci 
recorded nine shutouts while 
allowing just eight goals in I 07 
chances. Her save percentage 
was an outstanding 0.93. 
Offensively the loss of All 
America Caira Hesler and 
standout Donna Modine to 
graduation will hurt. 
Rilling is looking to Mary 
Ellen Cullinane and Joan 
McWilliams, the third and 
fourth leading scorers last 
season, to lead the offense this 
season. 
Junior tri-captain Laurie 
Leary should also add some 
offensive punch to the UNH 
attack. 
.. We may have trouble 
scoring goals initially,., said 
Rilling, ••but the offense will 
take care of itself. With more 
experience our freshmen will 
gain poise and skill." 
Rilling's goal for l 982 is to . 
make the NCAA tournament. 
·•1 think it is a realistic goal," 
she said ... Last year we were 
ranked as high as second 
nationally and narrowly missed 
a bid to participate in the 
NCAA championships. Our 
success will depend on how well 
our young players adapt to the -
pressure of playing in Division 
I," Rilling said. 
More than half of this year's 
squad is comprised of freshmen 
and sophmores. Returning 
lettermen include Robin 
Balducci, goalie; Mary Ellen 
Cullinane, forward; Laurie 
Leary, midfield; Shelly Lively, 
back; Barbara Marois, 
midfield; Jean McWilliams, 
forward; Jean Nolan, forward; 
Heather Reynolds, back and 
Cathy Sauchuk, back. 
UNH faces a tough 18 game 
schedule this season, which 
f ea tu res some of the best field 
hockey teams in the nation. 
The highlight of the season will 
be October 27 when UNH plays 
host to the University of 
Connecticut, the defending 
national champions. 
_Football '82 
Yankee Conference football 
picks are outlined on page 
27. 
